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Abstract 

Plant functional traits provide a mechanistic approach to understanding the 

processes of environmental filtering and community assembly. Variation along 

environmental gradients results in changes in the adaptive values of traits. Climate 

and soil fertility are two dominant factors that drive these patterns of trait variation. 

These two factors simultaneously select for traits during environmental filtering. 

However, we do not understand how interactions between climate and soil fertility 

influence the variation in community-level traits of multiple plant organs. The roles 

of traits in New Zealand forests are also yet to be studied at a national scale. 

 

This thesis aimed to determine the adaptive values of multiple functional traits 

across broad climate and soil fertility gradients in New Zealand forests. This was 

achieved by the following methods. Data were collected for leaf, stem, root, seed, 

flowering, and whole-plant traits from the 64 most common native trees in forests 

nationwide. Community composition and soil properties were measured at 324 

plots across the country. For each plot, long-term average climate data were 

extracted from a model. A variable representing variation in soil fertility in the plots 

was derived by principal components analysis (PCA). Community-weighted mean 

(CWM) functional traits, i.e. average trait values weighted by the abundance of 

species, were calculated for each plot. Dimensionality of the specie-trait matrix was 

determined by PCA. Multiple linear regression was used to model the variation of 

each of the CWM traits as functions of mean annual temperature (MAT), vapour 

pressure deficit (VPD), soil fertility, soil fertility × MAT interaction, soil fertility × 

VPD interaction, total basal area and topography. 

 

Five dimensions of trait variation were identified among New Zealand trees. Soil 

fertility was a more significant predictor of CWM traits than either of the climate 

variables. However, both of the interaction effects were significant for most traits 

and overrode the importance of the main effects. For example, in sites with high 

fertility soil, leaf economics traits varied from ‘slow’ in cool and dry conditions to 

‘fast’ in warm and moist conditions, but in sites with low fertility, these traits were 

‘slow’ in all climates. Therefore, the adaptive values of multiple functional traits of 

New Zealand forests varied depending on both soil fertility and climate. 
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This thesis provides the first recognition of the significant roles of the interaction 

effects between soil fertility and climate in driving variation in CWM traits from 

multiple plant organs. Climate and soil fertility interact in a way that influences 

CWM trait values independently from the influence of each environmental variable. 

These interactions are suspected to be important globally and should be tested for 

worldwide to confirm the generality of their effects. In conclusion, this thesis 

demonstrates that studying the relationships between CWM traits and soil fertility 

or climate independently is insufficient, when attempting to understand the process 

of environmental filtering. It is critical that the interaction effects between climate 

and soil fertility are included in future studies to enhance our understanding and 

ability to predict community-level responses to processes such as climate change. 
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Thesis outline 

 

Chapter One: Literature review 

This chapter provides background information as a foundation for the following 

research chapter. The review begins with a description of functional trait-based ecology 

and its applications in restoration. Variation in climate and soil fertility both worldwide 

and in New Zealand is described, followed by a description of some of the main plant 

functional traits. Previously observed relationships between these traits and both 

climate and soil fertility are described. The importance of trade-offs and economic 

spectra in plant traits are described, as is the importance of recognising the intrinsic 

dimensionality of multi-trait datasets. The interaction effects between climate and soil 

fertility are recognised as a potentially critical but currently uninvestigated driver of 

variation in community-weighted mean plant traits. 

 

Chapter Two: The adaptive value of functional traits across broad soil fertility 

and climate gradients in New Zealand forests 

This chapter presents the introduction, aims, methods, results and discussion for the 

research. The overall aim was to determine the adaptive values of multiple 

functional traits across broad climate and soil fertility gradients in New Zealand 

forests. 

 

Chapter Three: Synthesis 

This chapter summarises the main findings of Chapter Two and presents some 

limitations of the study. Applications of these observations and recommendations 

for further research to build on these conclusions are also discussed. 
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 Chapter One: Literature review 

1.1 Overview 

This literature review provides background information to lay the foundations for 

the research presented in Chapter Two. First, this review will provide a description 

of what functional trait-based ecology is, how it differs from more traditional 

species-focused ecology and will describe its applications for restoration ecology. 

Second, the important roles of climate and soil fertility in driving variations in 

functional traits will be discussed. Third, the importance of recognising 

dimensionality, economic spectra and trade-offs in studies of trait-based ecology 

will be explained. Fourth, the traits used in the following research and previously 

observed relationships between these traits and both climate and soil fertility will 

be described. Finally, the knowledge gap in the role of the interactions between soil 

fertility and climate in driving variation in functional traits will be identified which 

will lead on to the research presented in the following chapter. 

 

1.2 What is functional trait-based ecology? 

Traditional ecological studies have assessed how the distributions of species vary 

across landscapes (Grime 1993). Some of these, such as Clarkson (1985a), Druitt 

et al. (1990), Wardle (1964), and Leathwick (1995), assessed how environmental 

gradients such as temperature or moisture availability relate to these distributions. 

Concurrently, plant physiology has looked at the influence of changing 

environmental conditions on species’ functional responses (Taiz & Zeiger 2002). 

Functional trait-based ecology serves to bridge these two subjects, in order to 

generate a deeper understanding of why the distribution patterns of species vary 

across environmental gradients (Williams & Eamus 1997). Trait-based ecology has 

a range of applications from community ecology as in this thesis, to evolutionary 

studies, conservation biology and invasion biogeography (Kattge et al. 2011). 

 

A trait is defined as “any morphological, physiological or phenological character 

that impacts fitness indirectly via its effects on growth, reproduction and survival” 

(Violle et al. 2007). Plant functional traits therefore provide an indication of how 

the attributes of an individual influence its overall function and success. There are 
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many traits that can be measured on any plant organ. For example, leaf nitrogen 

concentration is an example of a leaf trait. The value of a trait of an individual 

reflects how well that individual can perform the function represented by the trait. 

For example, leaves with higher leaf N concentration are able to photosynthesise 

faster than leaves with low N concentration. Trait-based ecology studies how the 

values of traits vary across environmental gradients (Violle, et al. 2007). 

 

When assessing how traits influence species- or community-level patterns, it is 

important to study appropriate traits. The target is to choose traits with standard 

measurement protocols, that strongly reflect aspects of plant function and have 

significant relationships with environmental gradients (Cornelissen et al. 2003a). A 

large number of traits relating to core plant functions are recognised as appropriate 

(Grime et al. 1997). These include leaf traits (such as leaf N concentration), wood 

traits (such as wood density), root traits (such as root diameter) and seed traits (such 

as seed mass) (Westoby et al. 2002; Westoby & Wright 2006; Perez-Harguindeguy 

et al. 2013; Laughlin 2014a). 

 

Ecologists have recognised for centuries that functional traits influence the 

distribution of species across landscapes. For instance, Darwin (1859) recognised 

that “the advantages of diversification of structure, with the accompanying 

differences of habit and constitution, determine the inhabitants of a site.” Despite 

this, ecologists continue to be faced with the challenge of predicting community 

composition and corresponding function across changing time periods, geographic 

regions and environmental conditions (Webb et al. 2010). Trait-based approaches 

to modelling community assembly have been rapidly developed and tested on many 

scales in the past decade (Kraft et al. 2008). In trait-based ecology, traits provide a 

mechanistic link between changes in plant communities across environmental 

gradients and the driving factors for these distributions (Shipley et al. 2006). This 

link enables ecologists to better understand the mechanisms by which and the 

reasons why a particular assemblage of species grows in certain geographic areas. 

The use of traits enables scientists to make generalizable conclusions, which are 

more useful in predictions than conclusions from traditional ecological approaches 

that tend to be species-specific (McGill et al. 2006). Functional trait-based ecology 

thus is a step forward by providing a deterministic relationship between plant 

physiology and the environment that promises more predictive and quantitative 
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power for ecology (McGill, et al. 2006; Westoby & Wright 2006; Kattge, et al. 

2011; Laughlin et al. 2011; Reich 2014). 

 

1.2.1 The use of functional traits at the community-level 

Community assembly is “the process by which species are selected from a regional 

species pool to inhabit a community in differing abundances” (HilleRisLambers et 

al. 2012). Community assembly is governed by a set of assembly rules which can 

be considered as a community-level analogue of natural selection (Keddy 1992; 

HilleRisLambers, et al. 2012). Natural selection is the gradual evolutionary process 

whereby key characteristics of individuals become more or less common in a 

population depending on the relative contribution of these characteristics to the 

reproductive fitness of the ancestors of the population (Darwin 1859). Similarly, 

assembly rules specify which subset of species in the total pool of available species 

will tolerate the conditions of a given site (Keddy 1992). The main assembly rule 

acting on a broad scale is environmental filtering (Messier et al. 2010; Laughlin et 

al. 2012). 

 

Community assembly involves a number of processes acting at a variety of 

spatiotemporal scales. Species comprising a regional species pool are constrained 

by processes such as evolution, long-term disturbances, chance, and dispersal 

ability (Vellend 2010). Environmental filtering then occurs, whereby species from 

the regional pool that have functional trait values which confer the highest fitness 

and performance in the presence of the given environmental factors (such as climate, 

soil and disturbances) will be most abundant in the community, while species with 

less suitable trait values in the given conditions will be absent or occur in low 

abundance (Keddy 1992). For example, in dry conditions, species with resource-

conserving traits (eg. higher wood density) have a selective advantage and are 

expected to be more abundant than species with productive traits (lower wood 

density) (Hacke & Sperry 2001). Environmental filtering results in species with 

similar trait values occurring together in a community more often than would be 

expected by chance (Keddy 1992; HilleRisLambers, et al. 2012; Laughlin, et al. 

2012). 
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Functional traits can be used to understand the environmental filtering process of 

community assembly. This requires two datasets; a list of all species in the wider 

area and a database of the trait values of those species (Keddy 1992). A database of 

environmental conditions for the given area can then be used to generate 

environmental filters that govern which traits will be suitable in the given 

conditions (HilleRisLambers, et al. 2012). The species with traits that meet the 

conditions of the environmental filters will be the species in the resulting 

community (Grime, et al. 1997). The relative abundance of a species in the 

community will also reflect the suitability of the traits of that species to the given 

conditions (Keddy 1992). Species that have more organs with traits suited to the 

given conditions will be more successful and thus attain a greater relative 

abundance than species with fewer suitable traits. 

 

Community-weighted mean (CWM) traits are often used in community-level trait 

studies. CWM traits are determined from the average value of a trait within a 

community, weighted by the relative abundance of each species (Laughlin 2011; 

Lavorel et al. 2011). Trait values that promote fitness in a given environment will 

be more abundant in that environment and will therefore have a stronger influence 

on the value of the CWM trait (Shipley et al. 2011). For example, high CWM 

specific leaf area is favourable in moist environments, but low CWM specific leaf 

area is favoured in dry sites across Australia (Schulze et al. 2006). Therefore, the 

use of CWM traits enables researchers to assess which trait values promote fitness 

in differing environmental conditions (Keddy 1992). 

 

A trait-based approach to community assembly simultaneously provides predictive 

and explanatory power because it specifies how environmental filters alter trait 

distributions (Keddy 1992; Webb, et al. 2010). Based on knowledge of 

relationships between CWM traits and environmental gradients, trait-based ecology 

at the community-level is to be able to predict which trait values (and thus species) 

are favoured in particular environmental conditions. This is potentially the key to 

unlocking a method to predict community and species distributions, which has been 

considered a ‘Holy Grail’ of ecology (Lavorel & Garnier 2002; Suding & Goldstein 

2008). 
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1.2.2 Applications of functional trait-based ecology in restoration 

Ecological restoration is one field in which trait-based ecology can be exceptionally 

beneficial (Sandel et al. 2011; Laughlin 2014b). Traditional restoration of degraded 

ecosystems relies on the availability of suitable reference sites (Society for 

Ecological Restoration International Science & Policy Working Group 2004). 

These are sites in a similar location and with similar conditions to what would be 

expected to occur in a degraded site prior to degradation. Historic records for the 

pre-disturbance ecosystems can also be used in addition to or instead of reference 

sites (Society for Ecological Restoration International Science & Policy Working 

Group 2004). Reference sites are used to guide the restoration of a degraded site by 

gradually reverting the degraded site towards the conditions existing in the 

reference site (White & Walker 1997). 

 

However, because the degradation of natural, ‘pristine’ ecosystems is so severe 

worldwide, it is increasingly difficult to find suitable reference sites (Society for 

Ecological Restoration International Science & Policy Working Group 2004). 

There is a lack of confidence in reference sites is compounded in several ways. The 

use of historic reference conditions is debated because it is difficult to decide which 

time frame is suitable to use. Many regions have had centuries of human 

modification, which tends to make the use of historic conditions unrealistic or 

unattainable (Palmer et al. 1997; Thorpe & Stanley 2011). For example, in New 

Zealand, it must be decided if the goals of restoration are to revert a site to 

conditions similar to those of pre-human arrival, pre-Polynesian arrival or pre-

European arrival, each of which resembled quite different ecosystems (White & 

Walker 1997). In addition, climate change, species extinctions and invasions are 

making it less achievable and realistic to revert a site to a state that reflects 

traditional reference conditions (Harris et al. 2006; Hobbs et al. 2009). 

 

Consequently, ecologists are suggesting that the aims of restoration projects should 

focus on returning degraded systems to a self-sustaining and functioning state, 

rather than to a ‘fantasised’ historic state (Suding 2011; Thorpe & Stanley 2011). 

As the world faces environmental changes, it is more meaningful to prepare a site 

for what conditions it may have to face in the future. In some cases it may not be 

possible to return a site to within its historic range of condition, so the best target 
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for restoration may be a non-historical state, which offers the most resilient, self-

sustaining and functioning ecosystem (Seastedt et al. 2008; Jackson & Hobbs 2009; 

Suding 2011). 

 

Models using functional traits can be used to help facilitate this modern type of 

restoration planning (Sandel, et al. 2011). Knowledge of which trait values are 

likely to be favoured in given environmental conditions is important preliminary 

information for these models. From this, ecologists can predict which species and 

in what relative abundance species are likely to occur in given conditions (Shipley, 

et al. 2011). Such functional trait-based models can be used for predictions of 

species assemblages and distributions in current as well as future predicted climatic 

conditions (Laughlin, et al. 2011; Frenette-Dussault et al. 2013). These models can 

also be used to predict how ecosystem functions are likely to change when a 

community is restored (Laughlin 2014b), or whether a certain weed species is likely 

to become invasive (Moles et al. 2008; Godoy et al. 2011). Two of the most 

important environmental factors that drive variation in functional traits are climate 

and soil fertility (Maire et al. 2015). 

 

1.3 Climate 

Climatic factors influence the growth rates, timing of reproductive events and 

survival of plants (Grace 1987). Vegetation distributions depend on climate because 

the ability of plant species to tolerate temperature and moisture levels and 

consequently be successful in a given site determines the likelihood of its survival 

in those conditions (Woodward & McKee 1991). For example, in hot, dry climates 

species that can tolerate drought are likely to be favoured (McDowell et al. 2008). 

 

Two climatic parameters that will be used throughout the research in Chapter Two 

are mean annual temperature (MAT) and vapour pressure deficit (VPD). MAT is 

defined as the mean of the 12 monthly averages for daily average temperature 

(Leathwick et al. 2002). VPD is defined as the difference between the pressure 

exerted by the moisture in the air and the pressure exerted by the moisture that the 

air can hold when saturated, both measured at the same temperature (Leathwick, et 

al. 2002). High VPD reflects dry conditions and low VPD reflects moist conditions 

(Howell & Dusek 1995). 
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New Zealand's climate is described as temperate oceanic. The three main islands 

span 1500 km and 13° of latitude (34 ° to 47 °S), resulting in many regional climatic 

variations from warm temperate in the North Island and the Nelson and 

Marlborough regions in the South Island, to cool temperate throughout the rest of 

the South Island and Stewart Island (Wardle 1984). Mountain ranges and volcanoes 

have strong influences on the climatic patterns in New Zealand. 

 

In the North Island, an axis of greywacke mountain ranges extends from the 

Raukumara Ranges in East Cape, through the Huiarau, Kaimanawa, Kaweka, 

Ruahine, Tararua, Rimutaka and Aorangi Ranges to Cape Palliser. These ranges 

have summits of 1,500 – 1,730 m and cover 20 % of the land area (Mackintosh 

2001). The three mountains above 2,000 m in the North Island are the volcanoes of 

Mt Ruapehu (2,797 m) and Mt Ngauruhoe (2,287 m) in the centre, and Mt Taranaki 

(2,518 m) in the west. In the South Island, the Southern Alps extend from Nelson 

Lakes in the north-east to Milford Sound in the south-west. The Southern Alps are 

longer than the ranges in the North Island and contain all the mountains over 3,000 

m in New Zealand (Mackintosh 2001). 

 

Most areas in New Zealand receive between 600 mm and 1,600 mm of rainfall per 

year (Figure 1.1). The Southern Alps create a rain shadow effect with a pronounced 

moisture gradient from wet in the west to drier on the eastern lee side of the Alps 

(Sinclair et al. 1997). The West Coast of the South Island is the wettest area in New 

Zealand, with up to 5,000 mm of rainfall a year. In contrast, the east coast of the 

South Island is the driest region in the country, with rainfall as low as 210 mm per 

year (Sinclair, et al. 1997). The North Island also has higher rainfall on the western 

side than the eastern side, although the difference is not as pronounced as that in 

the South Island (Mackintosh 2001). 

 

MAT at sea level spans from 18 °C in the northern most regions of New Zealand, 

to 10 °C in southern most regions of the South Island (Figure 1.2). MAT also varies 

with altitude, decreasing about 0.7 °C for every 100 m increase in altitude 

(Mackintosh 2001). Therefore the lowest MAT of 4 °C occurs on mountain tops. 

Permanent snow cover is restricted to the mountainous areas and seasonal snowfall 

occurs in low-lying, eastern and southern parts of the South Island (Molloy 1998). 
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Frosts can occur throughout New Zealand (Mackintosh 2001). July is usually the 

coldest month and January or February are the warmest months. Inland and to the 

east of the ranges, the temperature can vary up to 14 °C between summer and winter, 

while elsewhere this variation is much lower (Mackintosh 2001). 

 

Climatic effects on trait and species distributions are important because the climate 

is changing on a global scale. Climate change is a major concern globally, affecting 

social, economic and environmental wellbeing (Long & Ort 2010; Harrington et al. 

2014). The IPCC has confirmed that climate warming is unambiguous (IPCC 2007) 

and there is concern because the current rate of climate change exceeds the bounds 

of natural climatic variation (Karl & Trenberth 2003). Models predict an average 

increase in temperatures globally, combined with decreased precipitation in dry 

regions and increased precipitation in wet regions (Ministry for the Environment 

2001; IPCC 2007). 

 

The impacts of climate change worldwide are apparent from observations of biotic 

and abiotic changes. These include retreating glaciers (Thompson et al. 2011) and 

mean advancement of spring events by 2.3 days per decade (Parmesan & Yohe 

2003). Natural communities are currently showing shifts of species ranges 

averaging up to 6.1 km towards the poles per decade (Parmesan & Yohe 2003; 

Lenoir et al. 2008) and an increasing the occurrence of pollinator mismatch 

(Petanidou et al. 2014). Climate change is expected to increase the extinction rate 

of species, and to threaten up to one in six species, with the risks being highest for 

endemic species in regions with no analogous climates (Urban 2015). To avoid 

extinction, species may respond through ‘plastic’ changes in physiology, alteration 

of community structure, or migration to more suitable habitats (Vitt et al. 2010). 

 

Climate change is a global phenomenon, however the changes in climate are not 

uniform across the planet (Ministry for the Environment 2001; IPCC 2007). In New 

Zealand, global change scenarios predict a relatively even increase in MAT of 0.7- 

0.9 °C by 2040, and 1.3 - 2.6 °C by 2090 (Kirschbaum et al. 2012). When combined 

with temperature predictions, mean annual rainfall is predicted to change by 

between -31 % and +44 % by 2090. Rainfall patterns will have more spatial 

variation than temperature patterns. Regions which currently receive adequate or 

high rainfall are expected to receive more rain, while regions that currently have 
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low rainfall are expected to experience a decrease in rainfall (Ministry for the 

Environment 2001). The large area of ocean surrounding New Zealand is expected 

to buffer against the effects of climate change (Kirschbaum, et al. 2012). As a 

consequence, large changes in species distributions are less likely in New Zealand 

than in continental countries (McGlone et al. 2010a). 

 

The serious potential for major biome shifts triggered by anthropogenic climate 

change has led researchers in ecology to consider drastic options, such as assisting 

migration of species to areas where the climate will be more suitable for them in 

the future (Vitt et al. 2009). This is particularly useful in cases where the organism 

is incapable of moving to the more suitable area itself, or in doing so in a sufficiently 

timely manner (Vitt, et al. 2010). However, there is controversial opposition to 

these actions by some who claim that such interference with species distributions is 

not always ethically justified (Albrecht et al. 2013; Ahteensuu & Lehvavirta 2014). 

Human-assisted movements of species rely on our ability to make sound predictions 

of species range shifts. Trait-based ecology aims to provide this ability. 
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Figure 1.1: Map of mean annual rainfall in New Zealand between 1971 and 

2000. Source: Mackintosh (2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Map of mean annual average temperature in New Zealand 

between 1971 and 2000. Source: Mackintosh (2001).  
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1.4 Soil fertility 

Soil fertility is an important factor influencing species distributions because soil 

fertility influences nutrient acquisition of plants (Clarkson 1985b; Prentice et al. 

1992). If sufficient nutrients cannot be acquired, overall plant health can be 

negatively affected and consequently community composition and species 

distributions may be altered (Ordonez et al. 2009). Three important measures of 

soil fertility that will be referred to throughout the research in Chapter Two are soil 

pH, soil carbon to nitrogen ratio and soil organic phosphorus content. 

 

Soil pH is a measure of the alkalinity or acidity of a soil (McLaren & Cameron 

1996). Soil pH is defined as the negative logarithm of the concentration of hydrogen 

ions in soil solution, i.e. –log[H+]. Soil pH below 7 is defined as acidic and above 

7 as alkaline. Only a small proportion of the total H+ ions in soil are present in soil 

solution. The rest of the H+ are attracted to and adsorbed to negatively charged soil 

colloids at cation exchange sites. These exchangeable cations balance the negative 

charge of soil colloids and are held in a dynamic equilibrium with H+ in soil 

solution. Both basic and other acidic cations can be attracted to cation exchange 

sites, in exchange for the release of H+ into soil solution to balance equilibrium. As 

the proportion of cation exchange sites occupied by bases increases soil pH 

decreases because H+ are driven into soil solution in order to maintain the 

equilibrium. As the proportion of cation exchange sites occupied by bases decreases, 

soil pH increases because H+ are attracted from solution to the colloids. 

 

The availability of essential plant nutrients depends on soil pH. In acidic soils, the 

availability of basic cations (eg. Ca, and Mg) is low because they are largely 

displaced from cation exchange sites by H+ and leach from soil. The availability of 

nitrogen is also low in acidic soils due to reduced nitrification and nitrogen fixation. 

The availability of phosphorous is highest between pH 6 and 7 because in more 

acidic or basic conditions it precipitates with Al, Mn or Ca. Micronutrients are 

poorly available at high and low pH leading to reduced plant growth or toxicity in 

these soil conditions. The optimum pH range for plant growth is thus the pH range 

at which most essential nutrients will be available. Depending on the species, 

optimum soil pH is typically between 5.5 and 7.5. Hence, soil pH does not 
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determine fertility but is important because it affects the availability of nutrients to 

plants and soil microorganisms (McLaren & Cameron 1996). 

 

The ratio of carbon to nitrogen in soil (soil C: N ratio) is a measure of the relative 

availability of nitrogen in soil to plants. Soil C:N varies from 9:1 to 4:1, while C:N 

of plants varies from 20:1 to 100:1 (McLaren & Cameron 1996). In general plant 

residues entering the soil have insufficient N to satisfy the N requirements of soil 

microbes. To compensate, soil microbes often immobilize mineral nitrogen, a 

process which may lead to nitrogen deficiency of the plants growing in the soil. 

However, as decomposition continues and the soil C:N ratio falls below 25:1, 

further decomposition results in mineralisation of N no longer required by the 

microbes and an increase in total N as a result of the mineralisation of some of the 

added plant N. Whether microbial activity results in net mineralisation or net 

immobilization depends on the C:N ratio of the original plant matter and other soil 

conditions (McLaren & Cameron 1996). In soils with high C:N ratios, N tends to 

be bound in the microbes and poorly available to plants. The optimum soil C: N for 

plant growth is when soil C: N is similar to plant C: N because there is then an 

appropriate supply of carbon relative to nitrogen for plant growth (Heal et al. 1997). 

 

The total phosphorus (P) content in soils is generally low (0.02 – 0.15 %) and varies 

depending on soil parent material and the extent of weathering and leaching that 

has occurred (McLaren & Cameron 1996). Between 20 and 80 % of the total P in 

mineral soils exists in organic forms (McLaren & Cameron 1996). Organic soil P 

originates from compounds formed following the decomposition of plant and 

animal material. Plants uptake P from soil solution. Concentrations of P in soil 

solution are extremely low, below 0.3 µg P ml-1 (McLaren & Cameron 1996). This 

is because the rates of mineralisation of P are low and depend on factors governing 

the rate of decomposition. Soil organic P content is an important measure of soil 

fertility because soil organic P content is strongly correlated with the concentration 

of P in soil solution, from which plants uptake P (McLaren & Cameron 1996). The 

variables of soil pH, soil C:N and soil organic P are commonly used to assess 

relationships between vegetation composition and soil fertility (Ordonez, et al. 

2009; Jager et al. 2015; Maire, et al. 2015) 
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Soil fertility differs among soil types. The main factors that influence soil types 

include: soil parent materials; topographic position; climate; biological factors, 

duration of soil development; and human influences (Jenny 1941; McLaren & 

Cameron 1996). Across the 270,000 km2 of land area in New Zealand there are an 

extensive variety of soil types that result from differing combinations of soil-

forming factors (Molloy 1998). New Zealand is a geologically active country, 

positioned on the boundary of the Australian and Pacific plates, with mountains, 

volcanoes and frequent earthquakes. This range of landforms provides an equally 

vast array of soil parent materials. Distinctive biota influence the soil properties, 

such as native earthworms and kauri (Agathis australis) trees (Lee 1959; Verkaik 

& Braakhekke 2007). The climate has undergone glacial and interglacial periods, 

subjecting the soil to repeated cycles of development, erosion, rejuvenation and re-

vegetation. The arrival of humans lead to expansive burning of vegetation which is 

evident in the charcoal layers in many soils across New Zealand (Molloy 1998). 

 

Soil types in New Zealand include Spodosols, Ultisols, Inceptisols and Alfisols 

(Van Rees 2006). These soils support the mixed conifer-broadleaved and beech 

forests of New Zealand. Weathered volcanic tephra forms the basis of the mature 

(well-developed) soils throughout the North Island and northern South Island. In 

the North Island these are is intermixed with recent (poorly-developed) peat and 

alluvium soils in the low-lying plains. In the South Island soils are mainly derived 

from glacial deposits of greywacke or schist. In the eastern and southern regions of 

the South Island there are a mixture of recent and older soils, while in the West 

Coast recent soils predominate. In the mountain ranges, soils are derived from 

parent materials of greywacke, schist, granite and gneiss. Soils are poorly 

developed in the ranges because of slow weathering of parent material, cold, wet 

climates, and steep slopes Molloy (1998). Soil fertility differs among these soils 

and is an important factor in determining the adaptive value of traits in differing 

environments and the consequent distributions of plant species (Maire, et al. 2015). 

 

1.5 Plant functional traits used in the following research 

The next sections provide background information about dimensionality, spectra 

and trade-offs in traits, the functions of the main plant organs, the traits included in 
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the research in Chapter Two, and some trends previously observed between traits 

and environmental gradients. 

 

1.5.1 Dimensionality, economic spectra and trade-offs in traits 

When using trait-based ecology there is a seemingly endless number and variety of 

possible functional traits to study. Community assembly acts on the whole-

organism level, rather than on independent traits. Therefore, in order to capture the 

overall influence of environmental factors on plant communities it is recommended 

to include traits from multiple organs, as well as whole-plant properties (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). However, if many different traits are measured some 

traits are likely to be correlated with others (Laughlin 2014a). Trait-trait 

correlations may result from shared physiological functions (eg. leaf N and P 

concentrations are both important determinants of photosynthetic capacity (Chapin 

1980; Wright et al. 2007)) or phylogenetic restrictions on trait variation between 

species (Cavender-Bares et al. 2009). Correlations between traits are useful when 

determining intrinsic dimensionality. 

 

Intrinsic dimensionality is the minimum number of independent, orthogonal axes 

of variation needed to describe a dataset (Lee & Verleyson 2007). It is useful to 

determine the intrinsic dimensionality of large multi-trait datasets. As more axes 

are needed to describe a dataset it becomes easier for a model to detect functional 

differences between species. However, if there are too many dimensions in a dataset, 

the benefits of using them to analyse functional differences between species decline 

relative to using the traits themselves (Laughlin 2014a). Traits that are correlated, 

such as specific leaf area, leaf dry matter content, leaf nitrogen concentration and 

leaf lifespan tend to form a single trait dimension (Laughlin 2014a). Identification 

of intrinsic dimensions reduces the complexity of an interpretation of a multi-trait 

dataset because the correlated traits within a dimension respond in similar ways to 

variation in environmental gradients. 

 

Similar dimensions in multi-trait datasets often tend be well recognised across 

different sites. This is because resources are allocated to different plant organs and 

functions in order to optimise long-term fitness, relative to the environmental 

selection pressures acting in the site (Kleiman & Aarssen 2007) and similar patterns 
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of resource allocation across environmental gradients occur in different sites. 

Repeated observations of the same trait dimensions across sites has led to 

recognition of trait economic spectra. 

 

Dimensions in trait datasets that are widely recognised have been described as 

economic spectra. Analogous to economic budgets, plants must obtain, store and 

spend resources in a way that will optimise fitness (Bloom et al. 1985). Economic 

spectra characterise the range of variations in these allocation processes from one 

extreme to the other. A position along an economic spectrum is described as a trait 

strategy. For example, there is a leaf economics spectrum and possibly a wood 

economics spectrum (Chave et al. 2009; Reich 2014). The leaf economics spectrum 

ranges from leaves that have a ‘slow’ strategy (high leaf mass per unit leaf area, 

low nutrient concentrations and long leaf lifespans), to leaves that have a ‘fast’ 

strategy (low leaf mass per unit area, high leaf nutrient concentrations and short leaf 

lifespan) (Wright et al. 2004). The ‘slow’ leaf strategy tends to be favoured in harsh 

conditions such as in cool, dry sites, where conservative growth is needed to achieve 

overall plant success. Alternatively, the ‘fast’ leaf strategy is favoured where 

conditions are more favourable for productive growth and the benefits of investing 

in leaf structures can quickly be replaced (Wright et al. 2005a). Recognition of such 

spectra in multiple traits provides a way of interpreting the functions of several traits 

simultaneously. 

 

Another type of pattern in traits that is often recognised across environmental 

gradients is that of trait trade-offs. Trade-offs in trait function occur when a trait 

value is adaptive in one environment, but maladaptive in another (Reich 2014). For 

example, water transport rates are higher in wide xylem conduits than narrow 

conduits, but at the same time increased conduit diameter decreases the likelihood 

of maintaining effective water transport during freezing or drought conditions (Baas 

et al. 2004; Chave, et al. 2009). Consequently, in environments with risks of 

freezing or drought, narrower conduits tend to be favoured for their greater safety, 

despite having lower rates of water transport than wider conduits (Sperry & 

Sullivan 1992; McDowell, et al. 2008). Ecological trade-offs such as this, have been 

observed in multiple plant functional traits. 
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1.5.2 Leaf functional traits 

Leaves are the site of carbon assimilation and water loss through stomata (Hacke & 

Sperry 2001). Leaves are important for maintaining atmospheric cycles and 

decomposition of leaves is a primary aspect of biogeochemical cycles (Cornwell et 

al. 2008). Leaf nutrient concentration is an important determinant of leaf 

photosynthetic capacity (Chapin 1980). Leaves therefore have many roles including 

influencing leaf lifespan, tolerance to harsh or variable conditions, plant 

metabolism and the provision of shelter and food to other organisms (Salisbury 

1949; Wright, et al. 2004). 

 

1.5.2.1 Specific leaf area 

Specific leaf area (SLA) is defined as the one-sided area of a fresh leaf divided by 

the oven-dry mass of that leaf, reported in mm2 mg-1 (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 

2013). SLA is positively related to potential relative plant growth rate and leaf 

carbon assimilation rate (Ordonez & Olff 2013). Leaves with low SLA tend to be 

small, thick and often sclerophyllous, such as leaves of Knightia excelsa (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Low SLA is also correlated with long leaf lifespan, 

high tannin concentration, low leaf N concentration and low maximum 

photosynthetic rates (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Leaves with high SLA tend 

to be larger and thinner, such as leaves of Schefflera digitata (Wright, et al. 2004). 

Leaves with high SLA tend to exhibit contrasting traits to leaves with low SLA, 

including short leaf lifespans, low tannin concentration, high leaf N concentration 

and high maximum photosynthetic rates (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). 

 

Several studies have assessed the influence of water limitations on SLA. Leaves 

with low SLA are typically more adapted to water stress than leaves with high SLA 

(Reich 2003). Across a rainfall gradient in Australia, Schulze, et al. (2006) showed 

that low SLA is more common in arid environments than high SLA. This trend was 

supported by several other studies in Australia (Cunningham et al. 1999; Fonseca 

2000) and across latitudinal ranges from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean 

(Sanchez-Gomez et al. 2013). Low SLA in arid environments provides the benefit 

of reduced transpirational water loss by reducing boundary layer thickness and 

thereby ensuring that leaf temperatures remain near to surrounding temperatures 

(Godoy, et al. 2011). Leaves with low SLA have thick cuticles and thick-walled 
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cells that are also beneficial for reducing water loss in water-limited environments 

(Reich 2003). 

 

Many studies have assessed how SLA varies with temperature. SLA tends to 

increase with increasing temperature (Craufurd et al. 1999; Anacker et al. 2011; 

Laughlin, et al. 2012). Individuals with low SLA also tend to be preferentially 

selected in cold environments (Laughlin, et al. 2012). Low SLA promotes fitness 

in cold environments because the long-lived, dense leaves are capable of fixing 

carbon despite low temperatures. High SLA is preferentially selected in warm 

environments because conditions are suitable for optimum growth and the thin 

short-lived leaves are capable of high carbon gain and supporting rapid growth 

(Reich 2003). 

 

In general, species in sites with high fertility soil, tend to have higher SLA on 

average than do species in sites with low fertility soil (Vitousek et al. 1992; Grubb 

1998; Ordonez, et al. 2009; Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013; Jager, et al. 2015). 

This is because nutrient-rich environments favour growth of species with high rates 

of growth. In sites with low soil fertility, low SLA is favoured because it supports 

a conservative growth strategy with lower resource requirements (Richardson et al. 

2004). 

 

1.5.2.2 Leaf dry matter content 

Leaf dry matter content (LDMC) is calculated by leaf oven-dry mass divided by 

leaf fresh mass, reported in mg g-1 (Niinemets 2001; Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 

2013). LDMC is inversely related to SLA and leaf thickness (Perez-Harguindeguy, 

et al. 2013). Leaves with high LDMC tend to be tougher, and more resistant to 

physical damage and decomposition than leaves with low LDMC (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Leaves with high LDMC therefore tend to be favoured 

in less productive and less disturbed environments because they are more tolerant 

of harsh conditions than leaves with low LDMC (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). 

 

High LDMC has several advantages in water-limited and hot environments. Firstly, 

leaves with high LDMC have higher bulk elasticity than plants with low LDMC. 

The high bulk elasticity of leaves with high LDMC enables greater storage of water 

within the leaves for use during water-stressful periods (Niinemets 2001). Bulk 
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elasticity is a measure of the change in leaf cell turgor pressure that occurs per unit 

change in water content of the cells (Niinemets 2001). A decrease in bulk elasticity 

occurs with increasing water stress which enables the plant cells to maintain turgor 

(Saito & Terashima 2004). High bulk elasticity results in large changes in leaf water 

potential relative to the change in leaf water content in plants in arid conditions 

(Saito & Terashima 2004). This results in large gradients in water potential between 

the plant and soil with only small amounts of water loss from the leaf. Hence leaves 

with higher LDMC have greater rates of water uptake from increasingly dry soil, 

and greater capacity for water storage than leaves with lower LDMC (Saito & 

Terashima 2004).  

 

1.5.2.3 Leaf nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations 

Leaf nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) concentrations are calculated by the total 

concentration in a leaf sample as a percentage of leaf dry mass (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Nitrogen and phosphorus are the two essential nutrients 

required in the highest amounts for plant survival. Nitrogen is mainly derived from 

atmospheric fixation, while phosphorus is derived from soil weathering (Wright, et 

al. 2004). Nitrogen is integral to photosynthetic proteins, including Rubisco, the 

enzyme involved in carbon fixation (Wright, et al. 2004). Phosphorus is necessary 

for nucleic acids, lipid membranes and bioenergetics molecules such as ATP 

(Wright, et al. 2004). Nitrogen and phosphorus are the two nutrients most closely 

related with the leaf economics spectrum (Wright et al. 2005b). 

 

Leaf N: P is positively related to leaf lifespan and inversely to SLA and carbon 

assimilation rate (Wright, et al. 2005b). However, this relationship is weak, 

possibly because woody species allocate a large amount of biomass to non-

reproductive tissue or species-specific differences (such as N-fixing ability) may 

cloud relationships (Wright, et al. 2005b). 

 

Leaf N: P increases from the poles towards the equator in relation to trends in 

temperature and soil substrate (Wright, et al. 2005a). The amount of P available in 

soil decreases towards the equator because the rate of soil weathering increases with 

temperature (McLaren & Cameron 1996). This causes P to decrease in relation to 

N towards the equator. Schulze, et al. (2006) reported decreases in leaf N 

(irrespective of P) in Eucalyptus spp. with decreasing rainfall across Western 
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Australia. Stomatal conductance, number of leaves per plant and photosynthetic 

area per leaf also decrease in response to declining water availability (Farquhar et 

al. 2002). These combinations of trait variations “spread the responsibility” for 

surviving water stress (Farquhar, et al. 2002) and illustrate how important it is to 

assess the responses of multiple traits to environmental gradients. 

 

1.5.2.1 The leaf economics spectrum 

The leaf economics spectrum, described by Wright, et al. (2004), reflects how the 

main leaf traits are correlated and is largely universal. The traits included in this 

spectrum are leaf mass per unit area (LMA, the inverse of SLA), leaf lifespan (LL), 

leaf N and P concentration, leaf dark respiration rate and photosynthetic capacity. 

The leaf economics spectrum runs from quick to slow return on investment of 

nutrients and dry mass in leaves (Wright, et al. 2004). Species with quick rates of 

return have ‘fast’ leaves with high maximum rates of photosynthesis, fast growth 

rates, high SLA, high leaf N and P concentrations, short leaf lifespans, and low 

LDMC. Species with slower rates of return have ‘slow’ leaves with lower maximum 

rates of photosynthesis, slow growth rates, low SLA, low leaf N and P 

concentrations, long leaf lifespans and high LDMC (Wright, et al. 2004; Funk & 

Cornwell 2013; Reich 2014). The advantages and disadvantages of the leaf traits at 

each end of the spectrum result in a performance trade-off at high versus low 

resource supply (Reich 2014).  

 

The ‘productive’ strategy of having ‘fast’ traits involves the use of high amounts of 

resources to acquire carbon. ‘Fast’ traits are advantageous in nutrient rich 

environments because the supply of resources is able to meet the high demand from 

the leaves. However, fast traits are maladaptive in resource-limited and harsh 

environments, because the costs of investing in expensive structures designed for 

rapid resource acquisition cannot be met in resource-limited and harsh conditions. 

In contrast, ‘slow’ and conservative traits are advantageous in resource-limited, 

harsh conditions because the rate of demand for resources by leaves is reduced to a 

level that is more attainable in the given environment. Considerable savings can be 

made by conservative strategies, such as reduced water loss in arid conditions and 

reduced costs of nutrient foraging in infertile conditions or harsh climates (Craine 

2009; Reich 2014). It is unfeasible to be equally successful in all environments and 
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the leaf economics spectrum exemplifies how variation in traits can make an 

individual more or less adaptive in different conditions. 

 

1.5.2.2 Leaf phenolic concentration 

The trait of leaf phenolic concentration is not included in the leaf economics 

spectrum. Phenolics are a group of structurally diverse plant secondary metabolites 

that include phenols, tannins, lignans, flavonoids and quinines (Bennett & 

Wallsgrove 1994). Phenolics are substances which contain one or more hydroxyl 

(OH) substituent bonded onto an aromatic ring. They are the most studied group of 

secondary metabolites because of their significant concentrations and roles in plants 

(Sumbele et al. 2012). 

 

At least four different functions of leaf phenolics have been recognised. Firstly, leaf 

phenolics have a role in defending plants against herbivory by insects, animals and 

damage by pathogens (Bennett & Wallsgrove 1994; Roberts & Paul 2006). 

Deterrence of herbivores can occur either by the direct toxic effects of phenolics, 

or by the formation of barriers such as lignin (Sumbele, et al. 2012). Secondly, 

phenolics act as protective filters that reduce the penetration of UV and visible light 

to sensitive leaf tissues (Middleton & Teramura 1993). Thirdly, phenolics have 

roles in plant-plant and plant-litter-soil interactions (Kraus et al. 2003). Fourthly, 

leaf phenolics have been shown to act as antioxidants (Close & McArthur 2002). 

 

The trait of leaf phenolic concentration is defined as the total concentration of 

phenolics in a leaf sample, as a percent of dry leaf mass. The relationships between 

leaf phenolic concentration and environmental gradients have been studied less 

often than these relationships have been studied for other leaf traits. Across large 

spatial scales leaf phenolic concentrations relate to soil nutrient availability. Plants 

growing in low fertility soils tend to have higher concentrations of leaf phenolics 

than plants growing in higher fertility soils (Wright et al. 2010). Soil N availability 

is a stronger determinant of leaf phenolic concentration than soil P availability 

(Wright, et al. 2010). Leaves with low nutrient concentrations also tend to have 

higher phenolic concentrations than leaves with higher nutrient concentrations 

(Wright, et al. 2010). This accumulation of phenolics in leaves of plants occurring 

on low fertility soils is suggested to increase leaf toughness and longevity, as well 

as regulate nutrient cycling by reducing rates of decomposition and N 
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mineralisation (Kraus, et al. 2003). Thereby increased phenolic production may 

represent a conservative strategy by which plants reduce nutrient losses to the soil 

microbial community (Hättenschwiler & Vitousek 2000). 

 

It has long been considered that because tropical climates (warm and moist year-

round) are productive for organism growth, species interactions, including 

herbivory, are more common and intense in the tropics than at higher latitudes 

(Dobzhansky 1950). This has led to a hypothesis that plant traits that function in 

defence against herbivores, such as high leaf phenolic concentrations, should be 

favoured in the tropics (Schemske et al. 2009). Some studies have supported for 

this hypothesis. For example, latitudinal gradients in leaf tannin and total phenolic 

concentrations have been identified, both within (Siska et al. 2002) and across 

species (Coley & Aide 1991; Hallam & Read 2006). However, many studies, 

including a meta-analysis of previous studies (Moles et al. 2011a) and a large-scale 

empirical study (Moles et al. 2011b) have not supported this hypothesis (Gaston et 

al. 2004; Stark et al. 2008; Adams et al. 2009; Martz et al. 2009; Graça & Cressa 

2010; Steinbauer 2010). In fact, traits inferring greater defence against herbivory 

tend to be more common towards the poles than near the equator (Moles, et al. 

2011b). The greater defence of leaves (via traits such as high phenolic 

concentration) at high-latitudes may result from the higher cost of replacing tissue 

that has been damaged or eaten by herbivores in moist, cool, and low fertility 

environments, than in warm, wet and highly productive environments in the tropics 

(Moles, et al. 2011b). Alternatively, this trend in traits may be a response to the 

harsher abiotic conditions near the poles than near the equator. Factors such as UV 

radiation (Close & McArthur 2002; Stark, et al. 2008), soil fertility (Wainhouse et 

al. 1998), moisture availability (Hura et al. 2012) and temperature (Laine & 

Henttonen 1987; Veteli et al. 2002) may favour an increasing concentration of 

phenolics in leaves near the poles because of the increased physical defence these 

chemicals enable. 

 

It should also be noted that there are a large number of different types of plant 

defences (including physical defences such as spines and hairs) against herbivory. 

There is conflicting support for the relationship between higher adaptive values of 

chemical defence traits in the tropics than near the poles (Moles et al. 2013). 

Perhaps it is more beneficial for species to exhibit different combinations of 
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chemical and physical defences to their neighbours, in order to increase the 

difficulty for herbivores to recognise and overcome local defences (Moles, et al. 

2013). Therefore it may be important to consider variation in defence against 

herbivores by using an index of integrated measures from several types of defence 

traits rather than considering many individual defence traits independently. 

 

1.5.3 Stem functional traits 

The main stems of trees have significant roles in biomechanical support, storage 

and transport of water and nutrients, and resistance to stresses and disturbances 

(Kozlowski 1992; Chave, et al. 2009). These roles are shared between the wood 

and bark components of stems. 

 

1.5.3.1 Wood density and wood dry matter content 

Wood density is referred to as “the best descriptor of wood” because it integrates 

many wood properties (Weiher 1995; Enquist 1999; Chave, et al. 2009). Wood 

density is defined as the oven dry mass of a wood sample divided by the fresh 

volume (Chave, et al. 2009). Wood density varies from 0 - 1.5 g cm-3, depending 

upon the chemical and structural arrangement of cells, proportion of air spaces and 

moisture content (Chave, et al. 2009). Wood dry matter content (WDMC) is 

calculated as the oven-dry mass of stem divided by stem fresh mass (Mason et al. 

2011). Wood dry matter content is correlated with and therefore a surrogate for 

wood density (Jager 2014). 

 

Wood provides a pathway for the transport of water and nutrients around the plant, 

via vascular tissue (Hacke & Sperry 2001; Tyree & Zimmermann 2002). Wood 

with high proportions of small-diameter xylem conduits and thick conduit walls 

relative to the conduit lumen diameters, has high wood density. In contrast, wood 

with low proportions of conduit tissue and thin conduit walls relative to conduit 

lumen diameters, have low wood density (Pratt et al. 2007; Swenson & Enquist 

2007; Chave, et al. 2009). Wood density is thus related to hydraulic conductivity. 

 

A significant risk to plant health is hydraulic cavitation. This occurs when there is 

a blockage (such as an air bubble) in a xylem conduit which reduces the capacity 

of the plant to transport water effectively and impairs rates of carbon assimilation 
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by inducing stomatal closure (Sperry et al. 1994). Hydraulic cavitation can be 

caused by the high xylem tensions occurring during drought (Sperry, et al. 1994), 

or during cycles of freezing and thawing of sap under tension (Sperry & Sullivan 

1992; Sperry, et al. 1994). High density wood has a lower risk of hydraulic 

cavitation than less dense wood (Hacke & Sperry 2001). This is because dense 

wood has thick conduit cell walls relative to the diameter of conduit lumens, so the 

tension required to create a cavitation is higher (Hacke & Sperry 2001). Dense wood 

also has tightly packed conduits that can provide alternate routes for hydraulic 

conductance whilst the embolised conduits are refilled (Secchi & Zwieniecki 2011). 

Therefore, wood density is related to transport safety which affects the overall 

ability of a tree to survive and tolerate stress. 

 

Wood density tends to increase with increasing mean annual temperature (MAT). 

This was observed in south-western USA (Laughlin, et al. 2011). Also, across a 

gradient from 52 °N to the equator Wiemann (2002) reported a 0.0049 g cm-3 

increase of angiosperm wood density per °C increase in MAT. This trend was 

strongest in the temperate zones (Wiemann 2002). The occurrence of high density 

wood in hot, dry environments (such as the Atlantic forests of Brazil) (Chave 2006) 

is attributed to drought stress (Hacke & Sperry 2001; Meinzer et al. 2001). This is 

because high wood density provides greater hydraulic resistance to drought-induced 

cavitation and therefore increases performance in hot, dry environments, beyond 

that of trees with less dense wood (Hacke & Sperry 2001). 

 

Wood density also increases slightly at colder values of MAT (Laughlin, et al. 

2011). In these environments, dense wood provide the benefit of reducing the risk 

of hydraulic cavitation induced by freeze-thaw cycles (Sperry & Sullivan 1992). 

High wood density may also be adaptive in cold, dry alpine environments, because 

mechanical reinforcing from densely packed fibres is beneficial in providing 

support against strong winds (Sperry & Sullivan 1992) and reducing the risk of 

drought-induced cavitation (Laughlin, et al. 2011). 

 

There are a variety of relationships reported between mean annual precipitation 

(MAP) and wood density. Wiemann (2002) found a weak trend of decreasing wood 

density with increasing MAP from the temperate regions to the warm tropics. 

Likewise, in Mexico wood density was negatively related to precipitation (Barajas-
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Morales 1987; Chave 2006). In contrast, in tropical America, Chudnoff (1976) 

found that wood density was strongly positively related to MAP. In Ghana, 

variation in wood density was not significantly related to MAP (ter Steege 2001). 

MAP is a better predictor of wood density in the warm tropical zones than other 

sites (Chave 2006). In temperate sites, mean annual temperature is a stronger 

predictor and tends to override the effect of MAP (Chudnoff 1976). Therefore a 

general relationship between wood density and MAP is yet to be recognised. 

 

Wood density is related to mechanical properties, which influence the stability of 

trees when exposed to disturbance (Poorter 2008). Dense wood has greater stability 

than less dense wood, when faced with potentially-damaging disturbance forces, 

such as strong winds (Pratt, et al. 2007; Poorter 2008). For example, Curran (2008) 

found that species with high density wood in Queensland, Australia, withstood 

tropical cyclones better than species with less dense wood. However, dense wood 

does not always infer a greater resistance to disturbance (Zimmerman et al. 1994; 

Bellingham et al. 1995). Resistance depends on the form of disturbance and type of 

bending and breaking forces occurring (Webb 2014). In general, high wood density 

is related to greater biomechanical safety than low wood density (Bier 1999; 

Osunkoya 2007; Chao 2008; Poorter et al. 2010). 

 

Herbivore defence mechanisms may also influence wood density, particularly in 

tropical regions (Janz 2011; Tanentzap et al. 2011). Over 25,000 secondary 

compounds have a role in plant defence (Agrawal 2006). Dark coloured hardwoods 

tend to have higher concentrations of these compounds and greater durability than 

lighter coloured hardwoods (Chave, et al. 2009). Additionally, secretory resin 

canals can provide defence by impairing the entry of wood decay insects. The 

occurrence of these canals increases with increasing wood density (Farrell 1991). 

There are higher numbers of insect herbivores in tropical communities compared to 

temperate communities (Novotny 2006). Higher wood density in wet Neotropical 

forests, compared to temperate forests, may reflect greater investment in 

mechanisms to defend against insect herbivores (Ehrlich & Raven 1964; Farrell 

1991). Dense wood may therefore have an evolutionary advantage in regions with 

high populations of herbivores. 
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Wood density also reflects the position of a species along a continuum of fast to 

slow growing trees (Weiher 1995; Chave, et al. 2009; Reich 2014). Fast growing 

species have low density wood (Putz et al. 1983; ter Steege 2001; Muller-Landau 

2004) with high hydraulic conductivity and low construction costs in terms of 

energy and resource allocation. Conversely, species with high wood density, have 

lower conductivity, slower growth rates and higher construction costs, but their 

tissue is more resistant to physical damage, hydraulic cavitation, and predators and 

pathogens, making it longer lasting (Farrell 1991; Hacke & Sperry 2001; Rowe & 

Speck 2005; Janz 2011). Here a trade-off exists such that trees either have low 

density and fast growing wood, or higher density and slower growing wood (Putz, 

et al. 1983; Gourlet-Fleury et al. 2011; Richardson et al. 2013). 

 

1.5.3.2 Bark functional traits 

Bark is important for protecting stem meristems and bud primordia (Rosell 2014). 

Relative bark thickness is the only bark trait that has been shown to vary across 

sites (Paine 2010; Lawes 2011). Relative bark thickness is calculated as bark 

thickness (the part of the stem, including the cambium, which is external to the 

wood) divided by the diameter of the tree at breast height (135 cm) (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013; Rosell 2014). 

 

Bark consists of several layers of tissue with differing structure and function. The 

rhytidome layer is the main contributor to bark thickness (Paine 2010). The 

rhytidome is the dead section of the bark and consists of several layers of periderm 

(Trockenbrodt 1990; Ghosh 2006). Each layer of periderm consists of three tissues: 

phellem, phellogen and phelloderm. The phellem (cork cells) are dead when mature 

and often covered in suberin. The phellogen is the cork cambium comprising 

tannin-rich cells. The phelloderm are living cells which function in photosynthesis 

or starch storage (Pfanz 2002). Within the rhytidome are the living tissues of the 

cortex and secondary phloem from which a new bark layer is produced annually 

(Ghosh 2006; Rosell 2014). The functions of bark include protection, storage and 

strength. 

 

Bark provides protection and enhances recovery from fire by buffering the living 

stem from heat damage (Vines 1968; Lawes 2011, 2013). The rate of temperature 

increase at the vulnerable vascular cambium depends on bark thickness and thermal 
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diffusivity (Vines 1968; Brando 2012). Species with thin bark (such as Eucalyptus 

punctata) are more fire-sensitive than species with thicker bark (such as E. obliqua) 

(Vines 1968) because thin bark provides less protection from fire than thicker bark. 

Thicker bark provides a greater buffer against damage from fires (Lawes 2013). 

 

Relative bark thickness and climate are linked via the mediating effects of bark 

thickness on fire because mean annual temperature and precipitation influence the 

likelihood of fire (Westerling 2006). Across a 12 °C temperature gradient in south-

western USA, community-weighted mean bark thickness increased with increasing 

mean annual temperature (Laughlin, et al. 2011). Across Mexico’s xerophytic 

shrubland and Australia’s tropical rainforests, bark thickness decreased with 

decreasing mean annual temperature and increasing moisture (Rosell 2014). Thick 

bark is advantageous in warmer, drier regions where fire is frequent and severe 

(Vines 1968; Westerling 2006; Laughlin, et al. 2011; Lawes 2013; Rosell 2014). 

 

Bark acts as a water storage tissue (Meinzer, et al. 2001). The dead bark layers are 

parenchyma cells with elastic cell walls. These can undergo significant changes in 

volume with relatively small changes in turgor, making them effective at water 

storage (Meinzer, et al. 2001; Scholz 2007). Thin bark is able to store more water 

than thick bark because the less lignified cell walls of thin bark have higher cell 

wall elasticity and therefore a greater potential to expand and store water, with a 

minimal change in turgor (Meinzer, et al. 2001; Scholz 2007). This is advantageous 

in drier environments because stored water can move into the transpiration stream 

and help to reduce temporal imbalances in water availability (Meinzer, et al. 2001). 

Thin bark is also advantageous in dry regions with infrequent fires because when 

fires do occur, vaporisation of the large amount of stored water reduces the 

difference in temperature between the heat source and vascular cambium. This 

reduces the rate of vascular cambium burning and overall damage to the stem 

(Brando 2012). In moister regions such as tropical rainforests, thin bark may be 

more common than thick bark because it has lower respiratory costs than thick bark 

and the need for defence against fires is low (Lawes 2013; Rosell 2014). 

 

Bark is also important for defence against herbivores and pathogens, and other 

physical disturbances (Baraloto et al. 2010; Rosell 2014). Trees reduce the spread 

of decay throughout woody tissue by “compartmentalisation” (Shigo 1984). This 
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involves formation of chemical and anatomical boundaries that resist the spread of 

pathogens (Shigo 1984). Thick bark provides a more efficient seal by 

compartmentalisation, than thinner bark (Romero & Bolker 2008). Thick bark may 

thus be advantageous where damage caused by factors other than fire is common. 

 

Bark contributes to stem strength (Rosell 2014). Bark provides an average of 10 % 

of the flexural rigidity of tropical rainforest tree stems (Paine 2010). Thicker bark 

enhances mechanical stability more than thin bark (Poorter 2014). Therefore, 

despite representing a low proportion of stem diameter, the role of bark is 

significant when assessing the strength of a plant stem subjected to bending forces, 

such as severe winds (Niklas 1999). 

 

There is a trade-off between bark water storage and strength (Rosell 2014). Thin 

bark is better at storing water than thick bark (Scholz 2007). However, thick bark 

with higher lignin content has greater physical strength (Niklas 1999) and 

protection ability than thin bark with low lignin content (Vines 1968; Farrell 1991). 

 

Bark thickness also relates to soil fertility. In Puketī Forest, New Zealand, Jager, et 

al. (2015) observed that species associated with low-fertility soils had thicker bark 

than species associated with high-fertility soils. This study supports the idea that 

thicker bark is often found in species occurring in stressful sites because thick bark 

provides defence against herbivory and general disturbances, such as resource-

limitation (Paine 2010). Thick bark thus increases the longevity of tissues that are 

sensitive or expensive to build when resources are scarce (Herms & Mattson 1992). 

 

In general, wood density tends to increase with increasing mean annual temperature 

and decrease with increasing mean annual precipitation. High wood density in hot 

environments, or cold and dry environments, provides an advantage against the high 

risk of hydraulic cavitation, induced by drought or freeze-thaw. Bark thickness 

increases with MAT and decreases with MAP. Thick bark is advantageous in hot, 

dry, low fertility environments because it provides defence against damage from 

fires, herbivores and other disturbances. Thin bark is advantageous in moist regions 

with low fire frequency because it provides greater water storage, protection against 

infrequent fires and is less energetically expensive to produce than thick bark. 
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1.5.4 Root functional traits 

Fine roots (< 2 mm diameter) are the primary plant organs for the uptake of water 

and nutrients from the soil to above-ground organs (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 

2013). In order to be successful roots must detect and respond to the varying spatial 

and temporal availability of resources. Roots are also the anchor of a plant, holding 

it in the soil against the strength of wind and other physical factors. As the interface 

with soil, roots must also avoid damage from environmental stressors and 

organisms that may threaten the life of the plant (Van Noordwijk et al. 1998). 

 

Most studies on root traits focus on the fine roots because these have better abilities 

for resource uptake than larger roots (Fitter et al. 1985; McCully 1999). Variation 

in below-ground traits is poorly quantified compared with that of above-ground 

traits (Reich 2014). This is largely due to the logistical difficulties of sampling roots 

in the field compared to sampling above-ground organs. In forests, the soil is often 

an interwoven matrix of thick and thin roots, gravels and finer soil particles. This 

makes it very difficult to extract suitable root samples without damaging them. 

Species identification of roots in the field is also challenging and relies on 

observations of colour, texture, and smell, or tracing of roots back to the tree for 

species which lack distinguishing characteristics (Holdaway et al. 2011). Studies of 

root traits from plants grown in glasshouses are therefore more common because 

the glasshouse provides standardised conditions and enables simpler sampling 

methods (Cornelissen et al. 2003b; Mokany & Ash 2008). 

 

Root dry matter content (RDMC) is the ratio of root dry mass per unit root fresh 

mass (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). RDMC is often used as a surrogate for root 

tissue density because it is reliable and cheap to measure (Birouste et al. 2014). 

Root diameter (mm) is the average diameter of fine roots, measured behind the zone 

of root elongation (Cornelissen, et al. 2003a). 

 

One of the most widely studied root traits is specific root length (SRL). SRL is the 

ratio of root length to mass (m g-1) (Cornelissen, et al. 2003a). SRL is considered 

as the below-ground analogue of SLA, because it describes the amount of 

absorptive tissue produced, per unit of root mass invested. Plants with high SRL are 

able to build longer roots for a given investment of dry mass, by constructing roots 
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of thin diameter or low RDMC. In contrast, plants with low SRL build shorter roots 

for a given investment of dry mass but their roots have higher RDMC or thicker 

diameter than high SRL roots. Root diameter and RDMC are therefore correlated 

with SRL (Reich 2014). If root tissue density is constant, SRL is mainly determined 

by root diameter, and vice versa (Fitter, et al. 1985). However, it is recommended 

to assess both RDMC and root diameter independently because the relationship of 

these traits with SRL is not yet fully understood (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). 

 

Based on the location of roots within soil, it would be logical for root traits to vary 

with soil fertility. However, some studies have shown that root diameter is highly 

conserved phylogenetically (Comas & Eissenstat 2004; Comas & Eissenstat 2009; 

Valverde-Barrantes et al. 2014) and therefore not directly related to soil fertility or 

plant growth strategies (Kembel et al. 2008; Alvarez-Uria & Koerner 2011). Other 

studies have shown variation in root diameter with soil fertility (McCormack et al. 

2012). Higher root diameter may facilitate tolerance of low fertility soils through 

an association of thick roots with longer root lifespan and longer nutrient retention 

than thin roots (McCormack, et al. 2012). Larger root diameter also provides more 

root volume for mycorrhizal symbionts to colonize and thereby enhance the nutrient 

uptake of large diameter roots (Eissenstat 1992; Newsham et al. 1995). However, 

the type of mycorrhizal symbiont may be just as important as the amount present 

because the relationship between root diameter and mycorrhizal colonisation may 

be limited to arbuscular mycorrhizal associations (Valverde-Barrantes, et al. 2014). 

These are the most common type of mycorrhizal symbiont, both globally and in 

New Zealand (McNabb 1958; Wang & Qiu 2006). In addition, the relationship 

between root diameter and soil fertility may differ depending on the relative 

limitation of important nutrients. Decreases in root diameter were reported in P-

limited soils (Hill et al. 2006; Holdaway, et al. 2011), while root diameter remained 

relatively constant in N-limited soils (Hill, et al. 2006). Nevertheless, these trends 

are not universally consistent responses to soil fertility (Borch et al. 1999; Lambers 

et al. 2006) and require further testing. 

 

The relationships between root traits and moisture availability are unclear. Studies 

have found a positive relationship between root diameter and water availability 

(Fitter, et al. 1985; Cortina et al. 2008; Olmo et al. 2014). Thin roots may be 

advantageous in drought conditions because the small xylem vessel (Alameda & 
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Villar 2012) and root diameters (Fitter 1987) may infer a higher resistance to 

hydraulic cavitation than thick roots. Thin roots also have lower carbon and nutrient 

costs for water uptake from soils than thicker roots (Leuschner et al. 2004). 

However, there are also records of thin roots being more vulnerable to hydraulic 

cavitation than thicker roots (Fitter 1987). Therefore, the relationship between root 

diameter and moisture availability also requires further testing. 

 

Root growth and development is temperature dependent (Kaspar & Bland 1992). 

The availability of nutrients in soils also depends on temperature and decreases with 

decreasing temperature as a result of decreased metabolic activity of soil 

mineralisation microbes (Geng et al. 2014). However, there is disagreement on the 

effects of temperature on root diameter (Kaspar & Bland 1992). The lower 

metabolic cost of small diameter roots (Eissenstat 1992) may be favoured in cool 

environments as a means of conserving resources. While in warmer environments, 

thicker roots may be selected for because the resulting benefits of greater nutrient 

foraging ability (Newsham, et al. 1995) will outweigh the higher energetic costs 

(Eissenstat 1992). These root trait-temperature relationships need further testing. 

 

Root dry matter content is inversely correlated with SRL (Reich 2014). Therefore 

RDMC is also an indicator of the potential uptake per g investment in root tissue. 

RDMC has been considered to align with a ‘fast-slow’ plant economic spectrum 

across leaves, stems and roots (Reich 2014). Where conditions are harsh (low 

fertility, cool, dry or wet), species with a slow strategy and high RDMC have a 

selective advantage because the ‘slow’ growth rate and longer root lifespan enable 

persistence despite the harsh conditions. Although roots of high RDMC require a 

greater investment of resources to produce them than low RDMC roots, they are 

resistant to disturbances and have a longer lifespan so they do not need to be 

replaced often. Species with a ‘fast’ strategy and low RDMC are more favourable 

in conditions more suitable for growth (high fertility, warmer, moist). In these 

conditions, low RDMC supports rapid growth of highly productive tissue for a 

small investment cost. Low RDMC roots are short lived so any loss of tissue can 

be quickly be replaced. Such correlations between environmental factors and ‘fast-

slow’ traits was observed in three New Zealand tree species (Freschet et al. 2013a). 

However, in other cases these patterns are weak (Craine & Lee 2003; Craine et al. 

2005). Further studies are needed to confirm the generality of these trends. 
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1.5.5 Functional traits of flowers 

Flowering is one of the three primary challenges faced by plants, alongside 

dispersal and establishment (Weiher et al. 1999). The reproductive success of plants 

relies on completing flowering and seed set during favourable growing conditions 

and ontogenetic stages (Mouradov et al. 2002). Therefore many plants have evolved 

to initiate flowering in response to environmental triggers. The most reliable 

triggers for predicting a suitable flowering time are those which vary in predictable 

patterns across the year (Ausín et al. 2005). Two such triggers are changes in day 

length and temperature (Amasino 1996; Bernier & Perilleux 2005). In many winter-

flowering species, flowering is triggered following a period of cold, in a process 

called vernalisation (Mouradov, et al. 2002). An added challenge is that 

environmental triggers vary over short and long time spans. Fortunately, plants are 

able to adjust their development in response to these temporal changes in 

environmental conditions (Mouradov, et al. 2002). 

 

Plant phenology is the most commonly reported biological indicator of 

anthropogenic climate change because of the strong link between flowering time 

and climate (Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). If summer temperatures occur earlier in 

the year, then flowering tends to be triggered earlier (Fitter & Fitter 2002). This is 

important because it can have significant flow on effects for the surrounding 

ecological networks (Memmott et al. 2007). Detrimental phenological mismatches 

between plants and animals, including plant pollinators, are predicted to become 

increasingly common as a consequence of climate change (Petanidou, et al. 2014). 

This may lead to failed seed set and an eventual decline in plant populations over 

time (Hegland et al. 2009). 

 

Flowering phenology has not been included in as many trait-based studies of 

community ecology as leaf and stem traits (Laughlin 2014a; Wolkovich & Ettinger 

2014). Despite this, it was recognised as a core trait by Weiher, et al. (1999) and 

Laughlin (2014a). Flowering phenology varies within and between species in a way 

that functions to avoid stress or disturbance (Weiher, et al. 1999). Two flowering 

traits are included in this research. Flowering onset is measured as the mean date of 

anthesis. This measure should be based on field observations (Weiher, et al. 1999). 
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Flowering duration is measured as the number of days from anthesis until the 

flowering end date (Weiher, et al. 1999). Julian dates are used to document 

flowering phenology whereby, dates are recorded as the number of days after 

January 1 in the Northern Hemisphere and the number of days after July 1 in the 

Southern Hemisphere. 

 

Flowering onset and duration are controlled by environmental conditions and 

developmental regulation (Rathcke & Lacey 1985; Mouradov, et al. 2002). Starting 

and continuing flowering during optimal conditions leads to maximal chances of 

successful pollination and seed set (Aronson et al. 1992). Early or delayed 

flowering onset to times with suboptimal environmental conditions can result in 

reduced chances of successful seed set. The date of flowering onset is 

approximately negatively linearly related to temperature, such that with increasing 

temperature, flowering onset becomes earlier and reaches a lower limit defined by 

the phenology of the species at its southern distributional limit (Sparks et al. 2000; 

Parmesan & Yohe 2003; Primack et al. 2004; Menzel et al. 2006; Bock et al. 2014). 

This trend also occurs at the community-level (Cook et al. 2012). 

 

There are fewer studies that examine variation of flowering duration with 

environmental variables than examine flowering onset with environmental 

variables. Despite this changes in flowering duration could also have significant 

ecological, economic and agronomic impacts (Rosenzweig & Parry 1994; Sparks 

et al. 2012). The studies conducted tend to have produced contradictory results 

because of methodological variations (Bock, et al. 2014). Bock, et al. (2014) 

showed that negative relationships between temperature and flowering duration are 

less common than they are with flowering onset. Short flowering duration reduces 

the period of time for pollination and may therefore decrease pollination success. 

But if the energetic cost of flowering is reduced in species that flower for shorter 

periods, and if pollination is successful during this time, then the high costs and 

short duration of investment are worthwhile. When an advance in flowering date 

occurs simultaneously with a shortening of flowering duration there is even greater 

concern for potentially serious impacts on pollinators, biodiversity and agriculture 

(Bock, et al. 2014). 
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There are also few studies of flowering phenology in relation to moisture 

availability and soil fertility. Drought stress has been shown to lead to reduced 

duration of plant lifecycles, and thereby reduced flowering duration and earlier 

flowering onset (Aronson, et al. 1992). Following a decrease in soil fertility in 

Mediterranean grasslands, Peco et al. (2012) reported an increased abundance of 

later flowering species. Further studies are needed to confirm the influence of 

environmental factors on flowering. 

 

Previous studies across the world have highlighted important correlations between 

flowering phenology and other traits (Wolkovich & Cleland 2014). Earlier 

flowering tends to be associated with traits related to quicker returns on investments 

(such as faster growth rates, higher SLA, greater heights, shallower roots) while 

later-flowering tends be associated with traits related to slower returns on 

investments (for example, slower growth rates, greater heights, deeper roots). A 

trade-off between competition and colonisation may explain this. The cheap traits 

of early flowering individuals enable rapid colonisation, growth and reproduction 

in disturbed sites, before strong competition for flowering and seedling 

establishment begins. In contrast, individuals flowering later in the season, must 

survive competition throughout the season. This is achieved by producing more 

robust tissues that may draw down resources to lower levels and make these species 

more effective competitors than earlier flowering individuals (Wolkovich & 

Cleland 2014; Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). 

 

1.5.6 Seed functional traits 

Seed mass is calculated as the oven-dry mass of an average seed of a species (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Seed mass is an important trait because it links 

reproductive ecology and seedling establishment with the stage of vegetative 

growth (Leishman et al. 2000). There is a ten magnitude variation in seed mass 

from the tiniest seeds of the Orchidaceae (around 10-6 g), to the largest seeds of the 

double coconut (Lodoicea seychellarum) (104g) (Leishman, et al. 2000). 

 

The chance of a seed establishing successfully increases with increasing seed mass, 

particularly in stressful environments (Westoby, et al. 2002). Larger seed mass is 

commonly associated with a greater tolerance of shade and low fertility. This is 
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because larger seeds contain more stored nutrients than smaller seeds, which 

enables larger seeds to survive for longer prior to being able to photosynthesise 

(Reich et al. 1998). Larger seeded species also tend to have slower relative growth 

rates (ter Steege et al. 2006). 

 

It is unclear which environmental factors are the strongest drivers of the 

relationships between seed mass and environmental conditions. Larger seed mass 

tends to be favourable under conditions of soil nutrient deficiency, however the 

evidence for such relationships remains equivocal (Leishman, et al. 2000). For 

instance, seed mass decreased with decreasing soil fertility, in native trees in 

Northland, New Zealand (Jager, et al. 2015). Although, this trend was complicated 

by differing light conditions across the sites. In the fertile gullies, low light favoured 

shade-tolerant species with high seed mass, while in the well-lit infertile ridges 

species with lower seed mass were favoured. Large seeds enable greater survival in 

shaded conditions where competition for light is high, by persistent, slow growth 

until a canopy gap forms (Coomes et al. 2009). Lower seed mass is favoured in 

well-lit conditions where competition is low and it is adaptive to have a higher 

growth rate (Westoby et al. 1992). Hence, the relationship between seed mass and 

soil fertility needs further testing. 

 

Seed mass varies across geographical gradients in ways that suggest that climatic 

factors could play a role in driving these relationships. For example, there is an 

increase in seed mass from both poles towards the equator (Moles & Westoby 2003), 

and seed mass increases along a longitudinal gradient in Australia from the 

temperate east coast to the arid interior (Murray et al. 2003). Large seed mass was 

correlated with high mean annual temperature in Australia (Murray et al. 2004). 

Metabolic costs of respiration for growth and maintenance increase with increasing 

temperature (Murray, et al. 2004). Therefore, the costs of producing a seedling from 

stored seed reserves are higher in warm climates than cooler climates, such that a 

larger seed mass would be required to produce a seedling of a given size in warmer 

climates (Lord et al. 1997). These costs may account for the global pattern of larger 

seed mass at low latitudes and toward the centres of continents (Lord, et al. 1997). 

Large seed mass can also increase seedling establishment under drought (Leishman, 

et al. 2000). Consequently, larger seeds may be favoured in arid regions with low 

rainfall (Murray & Gill 2001). However, associations between seed mass and 
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moisture availability are somewhat unclear (Leishman, et al. 2000). For example 

Wright and Westoby (1999) found larger seed mass in high-rainfall species than 

low-rainfall species. The relationships between seed mass and climatic conditions 

are in need of further research. 

 

There is a trade-off between seed size and the number of seeds produced (Greene 

& Johnson 1994; Aarssen & Jordan 2001; Henery & Westoby 2001)). Species that 

produce large seeds cannot economically produce the immense number of seeds 

that species with smaller seeds are capable of producing (Henery & Westoby 2001). 

However, small seeds are not physically capable of storing the quantity of reserves 

that larger seeds are able to. Therefore, small seeds are less resistant to harsh 

conditions and less likely to successfully establish in harsh environments than larger 

seeds. Species with small seeds can energetically afford to produce thousands of 

them, which increases the likelihood that a small number of them will reach a site 

that is suitable for establishment. This likelihood of safe dispersal to a suitable site 

decreases with increasing seed mass (Wright, et al. 2007). This seed mass-seed size 

trade-off is consistent across the globe (Moles & Westoby 2004; Moles et al. 2007). 

 

1.5.7 Whole-plant functional traits 

Traits that represent the overall functioning of a plant can provide unique 

information to those which reflect the functioning of a single organ. Maximum plant 

height is a commonly used whole-plant trait, and is defined as the maximum stature 

a typical mature individual of a species can attain in a given environment (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Maximum height ranges across four orders of 

magnitude, from about 0.01 m to 100 m (Westoby, et al. 2002). 

 

Greater maximum plant height is competitively advantageous in survival because 

taller plants are able to intercept more light than shorter neighbouring plants 

(Westoby, et al. 2002). However, taller plants have greater costs involved in 

producing and maintaining main stems (Falster & Westoby 2003). Taller stems also 

suffer from an increased risk of breakage when exposed to strong winds or extreme 

conditions than shorter stems (King 1990). Taller trees also have disadvantages 

because transporting water to great heights results in increased risk of hydraulic 

cavitation (Ryan & Yoder 1997; Koch et al. 2004; Niklas 2007). This is known as 
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the hydraulic limitation hypothesis. To avoid cavitation caused by extremely 

negative water pressures, plants are forced to close their stomata, thereby 

decreasing the amount of photosynthesis able to provide carbon for further growth 

in height (Ryan et al. 2006). If competition is low, short species may have the 

advantage by reducing survival costs whilst maximising light interception. This 

trade-off between the costs and benefits of height ensures that plants continue to 

exhibit a wide range of maximum heights (Westoby & Wright 2006). 

 

Since maximum height is closely associated with competition for light, it often 

lacks a strong relationship with soil fertility. However, there have been many 

attempts to determine this relationship. In tropical forests in Panama and China, Liu 

et al. (2012) reported that maximum height was positively correlated with soil 

fertility. Similarly, long-term soil age chronosequences in both temperate and 

tropical forests showed increasing tree height with increasing soil fertility 

(Richardson, et al. 2004; Peltzer et al. 2010). A global analysis found that tall plants 

are common in productive sites, while a wide range of plant heights occur in sites 

of low productivity (Moles et al. 2009). However, tall trees can grow in low fertility 

soils (Webb 1959). This was demonstrated in Northland, New Zealand, where 

greater maximum plant height was associated with low fertility sites than high 

fertility sites (Jager, et al. 2015). This negative association may relate to differences 

in disturbance regimes between the sites in this study. The high fertility gullies 

favour species with lower allocation to height, that can respond rapidly to frequent, 

gap-disturbances, while the lower fertility ridgetops favour species able to tolerate 

less frequent, large-scale disturbances (Ferry et al. 2010). Therefore, there are 

reasons to suspect that the relationship between soil fertility and plant height may 

depend on other environmental factors.  

 

Climatic variables have not been shown to be strongly associated with maximum 

height either. Moles, et al. (2009) found that out of 22 environmental variables, 

precipitation of the wettest month had the strongest relationship with plant height. 

Moisture availability was also recognised as an important factor influencing plant 

height in mountainous areas (Littell et al. 2008). The importance of moisture 

availability in determining plant height follows the hypothesis of hydraulic 

limitation to tree height (Ryan & Yoder 1997; Ryan, et al. 2006). In very cold places, 

temperature seems to be of more importance than moisture availability (Körner 
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1998). This may be because at very low temperatures plants risk embolism by 

freeze-thaw mechanisms (Sperry & Sullivan 1992). The global study of Moles, et 

al. (2009) assessed the combined influence of climate and soil fertility on maximum 

height. In low fertility, cool, dry environments a wide range of heights were present, 

but in more fertile, warm, moist environments there was a lack of very short species. 

Maximum height may, therefore be an example of a trait for which the adaptive 

values vary with climate and soil fertility simultaneously. 

 

1.6 Influence of climate and soil fertility on plant 

functional traits 

Both climate and soil properties are known to influence CWM functional traits and 

species distributions. This is because individuals can only grow and survive to 

reproduce in an environment in which their traits have adaptive values (Lavorel & 

Garnier 2002). Climate and soil fertility are two factors that are highly recognised 

drivers of community assembly (Violle, et al. 2007). 

 

It is well recognised that global patterns of vegetation and climate are correlated 

(Woodward & McKee 1991). For decades, ecologists have defined climatic 

envelopes for vegetation types based on the correlations between the distribution 

patterns of vegetation and climatic variables, such as temperature and moisture 

levels (Holdridge 1947). The development of a physiological understanding of 

these correlations is leading to improvement of these models. Physiological 

measures frequently considered useful include thermal tolerance, and temperature 

and moisture requirements (Prentice, et al. 1992). Thermal tolerance influences 

individual survival and limits the distribution of species to within a range of sites 

with suitable temperature ranges (Sakai 1979). Chilling is needed as a trigger for 

some species to initiate budburst in spring (Murray et al. 1989). Sufficient periods 

of suitably warm temperatures (growing degree days) are needed for plant growth 

(Kauppi & Posch 1985). Moisture is also required for growth, in differing amounts 

between species. The seasonal distribution of moisture also affects the need for 

plants to tolerate drought or waterlogging (Prentice, et al. 1992). Temperature and 

moisture availability are therefore two drivers of plant distribution patterns. 
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Soil fertility has a major effect on plant survival by affecting the concentrations of 

nutrients available for plants (Lambers et al. 2008). If sufficient nutrients are not 

acquired, overall plant health can be negatively affected and consequent plant 

community composition and species distributions may be altered (Ordonez, et al. 

2009). Nitrogen and phosphorus are the main limiting nutrients for plant growth 

(Lambers, et al. 2008) because they are required for the production of proteins and 

enzymes (Vance 2001). In most terrestrial environments, plant growth is N-limited 

but P-limitation also occurs frequently (Aerts & Chapin 2000; Lambers et al. 2010). 

Although these two nutrients are quite abundant in many soils, they tend to exist in 

a chemical form that is unavailable for direct uptake by plants (Lambers, et al. 2008). 

 

A significant factor that complicates studies of soil fertility is that of plant feedback 

effects (Aerts 1999; Van der Putten et al. 2013). Plant-feedbacks are changes to soil 

properties caused by plants, that in turn influence the performance of plants (Van 

der Putten, et al. 2013). An example of a feedback effect occurs in kauri (Agathis 

australis) dominated forest in New Zealand (Verkaik & Braakhekke 2007). Kauri 

tend to grow in low fertility soil and produce long-lived, tough leaves with low 

nutrient concentrations. Decomposition of these leaves, returns low concentrations 

of nutrients to the soil, thereby reinforcing the low fertility of the soil (Burns & 

Leathwick 1996; Ordonez, et al. 2009). In these forests, the effect is so intense that 

it has a strong effect on the community composition, continuing to promote 

dominance of kauri, while creating non-favourable conditions for competing 

species (Verkaik et al. 2007; Wyse et al. 2014). In this way the properties of 

dominant plant species may alter soil fertility (Wardle et al. 2012; Freschet et al. 

2013b; Meisner et al. 2014). 

 

Many studies have looked at variation in plant traits across either soil fertility 

(Mason et al. 2012; Jager, et al. 2015) or climatic gradients (Laughlin, et al. 2011; 

Reich 2014) at both local and worldwide scales. However, climate and soil may 

interact in a way that influences plant distributions independently from the 

influence of each predictor variable alone (Fernandez-Going et al. 2013). This may 

result in a statistical interaction effect, whereby the “relation between two variables 

changes as a function of a third variable” (Fürst & Ghisletta 2009). Interactive 

effects are multiplicative effects (the product of two independent effects). 

Interactive effects are also independent from the main effects, such that, the 
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interactive effect may be significant, while the main effects are not (Fürst & 

Ghisletta 2009). Because of the shared importance of climate and soil fertility, a 

potentially strong interaction effect may be unaccounted for in previous studies of 

trait-based community assembly that included only climate or soil fertility. 

 

Despite suggestions of the importance of interaction effects between climate and 

soil (Hobbie et al. 2002; Reich & Oleksyn 2004), few studies have assessed how 

plant functional traits vary across climate and soil fertility gradients simultaneously. 

Current models of plant responses to multiple limitations are inadequate (Lynch & 

St.Clair 2004). Maire, et al. (2015) showed that global variation in leaf 

photosynthetic traits is best explained by soil pH, P availability, and a moisture 

index, simultaneously. Dwyer et al. (2015) found that significant interactions 

between local soil P and moisture availability were important drivers of CWM trait 

values. For instance, when soil P and moisture availability were high, CWM height, 

seed mass and SLA increased (Dwyer, et al. 2015). This follows the global 

observation that components of soil fertility generally decline on older soils and in 

very wet conditions with low plant productivity (Huston 2012). Soil fertility has 

been shown to be a stronger predictor of CWM traits than climate (Ordonez, et al. 

2009; Maire, et al. 2015). Most vegetation occurs on weathered soils with some 

form of mineral stress and each mineral stress has distinct interactions with climate 

(Lynch & St.Clair 2004). Experimental studies of plant responses to increased 

temperature have been troubled by the inability to account for soil fertility (Rustad 

et al. 2001). Ordonez, et al. (2009) provided evidence that SLA is influenced by the 

interaction of mean annual precipitation with soil C:N globally. However, there are 

no studies that have assessed the influence of multiple interaction effects between 

climate and soil fertility on multiple CWM plant traits. 

 

1.7  Conclusion 

This literature review has shown that functional trait-based studies have the 

potential to provide greater predictive and quantitative power than species-level 

studies. Trait-based studies enable ecologists to understand the mechanisms by 

which distributions of species vary and communities assemble. Species with traits 

that have greater adaptive value in given environmental conditions will occur in 

higher abundance than species with less favourable traits in those conditions. 
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Climate and soil fertility are two of the dominant factors that drive environmental 

filtering of species during community assembly. Previously recognised 

relationships between these two factors and traits from multiple plant organs were 

summarised in this review. However, the interaction effects between these two 

factors were identified as potentially highly important to consider because 

interaction effects may influence plant distributions and community assembly 

independently from the influence of each factor alone. For example, SLA may be 

high in sites with high soil fertility and warm, moist conditions, but low in sites 

with low soil fertility and the same climatic conditions, because the advantages of 

having dense, long-lived leaves in resource-limited soils may be so important that 

SLA is restricted in low fertility soils despite the favourable climate. However, no 

studies were identified that have assessed the potentially critical role of the 

interaction effects of climate and soil fertility on multiple CWM plant traits. 

 

In Chapter Two, I will assess the influence of interaction effects between climate 

and soil fertility on multiple CWM traits in New Zealand forests. New Zealand is 

an island nation with a unique flora, encompassing large latitudinal and altitudinal 

gradients (Leathwick 1995). These gradients provide ample opportunity to study 

climatic tolerances (Jump et al. 2009; De Frenne et al. 2013). The broad range of 

variation in climate (Leathwick, et al. 2002) and soil fertility (Molloy 1998) in New 

Zealand make this an ideal system for a much-needed study of the interactive effects 

between climate and soil fertility on community assembly. 
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 Chapter Two: The adaptive values of functional 

traits across broad soil fertility and climate 

gradients in New Zealand forests 

2.1 Introduction 

The search for general rules that govern associations between species attributes, and 

biotic and abiotic factors has troubled community ecologists for decades (Lavorel 

& Garnier 2002). Initial studies in ecology were largely descriptions of the 

environmental associations of plants. These studies have been criticised for being 

‘soft science’ of little use for making accurate predictions across a range of biomes 

(Lawton 1999). As awareness and understanding of the widespread impacts of 

global environmental issues grows, the need for predictive ecological methods 

increases rapidly. Functional trait-based ecology provides an important means of 

facilitating this transition of ecology into a harder science, with the ability to predict 

future changes in species responses and distributions, and to guide management and 

policy (McGill, et al. 2006; Suding & Goldstein 2008). 

 

A major driver of community assembly is environmental filtering, a process that 

sorts species along environmental gradients based on their fitness in that habitat 

(Lavorel & Garnier 2002). Species grow and reproduce at a site if they have a range 

of functional traits which are suitably fit to that environment (Keddy 1992). Species 

which lack combinations of functional traits that have adaptive value in a given site 

will be unsuccessful, and remain at low abundance or be eliminated from the site. 

Trait-based ecology can test which trait values promote fitness along climate and 

soil gradients. A community-weighted mean (CWM) trait value represents the 

average value of a given trait within a community, weighted by the relative 

abundance of each species (Laughlin 2011; Lavorel, et al. 2011). Community-level 

functional traits therefore reflect the values of traits that promote maximum fitness 

in a given environment (Shipley, et al. 2011). The importance of trait-based ecology 

in understanding environmental filtering and community assembly is exemplified 

by studies that have shown how plant traits vary across climatic (Laughlin, et al. 

2011), soil (Vitousek et al. 1995; ter Steege, et al. 2006) and successional gradients 

(Lohbeck et al. 2013). 
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A large number of different functional traits from all plant organs have been studied 

on a vast quantity of species globally. The tremendous variation in plant traits is 

being classified into broad trait spectra which represent the dominant drivers of 

plant function (Reich 2014). The leaf economics spectrum (Wright, et al. 2004) and 

wood economics spectrum (Chave, et al. 2009) are examples of consistent empirical 

trends that have been recognised across a large number of trait-based studies at 

multiple spatial and temporal scales. For example, species with “fast” traits (low 

tissue density, short tissue lifespan and high rates of resource acquisition and flux) 

tend to occur on fertile soils in environments with productive climates, while 

species with contrasting “slow” traits tend to occur on resource-poor soils in 

environments with harsh climates (Reich 2014). Reliable quantification of such 

spectra across biomes is valuable for creating models of how vegetation boundaries 

will shift with changes in land-use, climate and nutrient cycles. The recognition and 

quantification of such widespread trends is necessary if ecology is to take the leap 

from an observational qualitative field, to a theory-driven quantitative science that 

is able to make well supported and robust predictions. 

 

The influence of climate on plants is important to study because climate acts across 

broad scales as one of the primary limiting factors of plant distributions (Díaz et al. 

1999). Measures of mean annual temperature and moisture availability relate 

strongly to vegetation distributions (Wardle 1991; Leathwick 1995; Leathwick & 

Whitehead 2001; Wright, et al. 2005a; Shipley, et al. 2011; Maire, et al. 2015) 

because these factors strongly influence plant success via impacts on 

photosynthesis and growth rates, transpiration water loss, and water and nutrient 

uptake (Jones 1992; Leathwick 1995; Yang et al. 2012). Understanding the relative 

importance of climatic factors that influence plant traits can help us to improve our 

understanding of how and which factors influence plant ecological strategies and 

the distribution patterns of different vegetation types (Moles et al. 2014; Jager, et 

al. 2015). 

 

Soil fertility is also important to study because plant functional traits and species 

distributions have been shown to change over soil fertility gradients (Vitousek, et 

al. 1995; ter Steege, et al. 2006). Soil properties such as texture, depth and fertility 

appear to be related to the types of vegetation and species inhabiting them (Molloy 
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1998; Binkley & Fisher 2013). For example, species with ‘fast’ leaf traits (high 

SLA, high leaf N and P concentrations) and low stem density are likely to be 

associated with soils of high nutrient availability (Vitousek, et al. 1995; Muller-

Landau 2004; ter Steege, et al. 2006; Richardson et al. 2008; Gourlet-Fleury, et al. 

2011; Holdaway, et al. 2011; Jager, et al. 2015). The relationships of other traits 

with soil fertility are less well studied. In Northland, New Zealand, Jager, et al. 

(2015) found that in low fertility soil, trees had larger maximum heights, thicker 

bark, and lower seed mass than trees in higher fertility sites. Despite contrasting to 

previous studies, this showed that tall trees are capable of growing on low fertility 

soil. Thick bark may be a defensive strategy in low fertility sites and large seeds 

may provide increased nutrient reserves for species establishing in shaded or low 

fertility soils (Jager, et al. 2015). Further testing is needed to determine if soil 

fertility is an important driving factor of plant distributions across large scales. 

 

Climate and soil fertility may interact in a way that influences plant distributions 

independently from the influence of each predictor variable alone (Fernandez-

Going, et al. 2013). This is because the types of traits and species that are suitably 

fit for a community in a site with specific climatic conditions may vary depending 

on soil fertility. For example, in sites with high fertility soil, high SLA may be 

favoured in warm and moist environments while low SLA is favoured in cool, dry 

environments. However, in sites with low fertility soil, low SLA may be favoured 

regardless of climatic conditions because the disadvantages of producing 

‘expensive’ leaves with high SLA are severe in resource-poor soils. If such 

interactions between climate and soil fertility do occur, then it may be crucial to 

include them in studies of species-environment relationships and models of 

community assembly. For instance, if a model is developed to predict the 

occurrence of a species in a site using the relationship between SLA and climatic 

factors only, the predictions are likely to be inaccurate and unreliable if soil fertility 

also varies at the site. Following the current example, without considering soil 

fertility, it could be predicted that SLA would be high in all warm and moist sites, 

which would be incorrect in environments with low fertility soil. This has serious 

implications for many applications of trait-based ecology such as modelling species 

distributions and responses to climate change. It is therefore important to 

understand how differing combinations of climate and soil fertility impact the 

adaptive values of functional traits. Many studies have assessed variation in plant 
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traits across either soil fertility (Mason, et al. 2012; Jager, et al. 2015) or climatic 

gradients (Laughlin, et al. 2011; Reich 2014) at local and worldwide scales. 

However, few studies have assessed how functional traits vary across climatic and 

soil fertility gradients simultaneously (Ordonez, et al. 2009; Maire, et al. 2015) and 

none have evaluated the potentially critical interaction effects of soil fertility and 

climate on multiple traits. 

 

Early botanists noted the importance of climate and soil in determining the 

distribution patterns of New Zealand forests (Cockayne 1928; Zotov 1938). 

However, there have only been a few attempts to quantify the relationships between 

native trees and climate or soil gradients at a national scale. Wardle (1991) provided 

a qualitative description of tree species distributions along gradients of temperature, 

moisture and soil fertility, but these are yet to be rigorously evaluated with data. 

Indirect gradients have been used as a surrogate for the underlying factors affecting 

plant distribution patterns. For example, Wardle (1984) and Allen et al. (1991) used 

altitude as an indirect proxy for temperature. Yet, the use of indirect gradients is 

less generalizable than use of direct gradients, because the relationships identified 

are location specific (Austin & Smith 1989). Leathwick (1995) provided one of the 

first analyses of the relationships between the distributions of tree species and direct 

environmental factors of: mean annual temperature, winter minimum temperature, 

solar radiation, moisture availability, and lithography. This research found that: 

broad-leaved trees occurred in moist, warm, well-lit and fertile environments; beech 

trees occurred in less optimum sites with cool, poorly-lit and lower fertility 

conditions, with some small-scale/low intensity disturbances; and conifers occurred 

in the most limited sites, where soil fertility was low, large-scale/high intensity 

disturbances occurred and broad-leaved trees were uncompetitive. In contrast to 

this species-level study, my study will use community-level plant traits to 

understand the physiological drivers of plant community-environment relationships 

in New Zealand forests. Trait-based studies provide a more general approach than 

species-based studies and therefore have more predictive and quantitative power, 

and enable greater application of the results to other regions.  

 

My overall aim was to determine the adaptive value of multiple functional traits 

across broad climate and soil fertility gradients in New Zealand forests. Two 

analyses were conducted to achieve this goal. First, I evaluated the multivariate 
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correlations of 13 traits among 64 tree species to determine the principal axes of 

functional trait variation in New Zealand trees. Second, I used multiple linear 

regression to evaluate how community-weighted mean traits relate to mean annual 

temperature, vapour pressure deficit, soil fertility, and the interaction effects of 

these three factors among 324 forest plots throughout New Zealand.  
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study system 

This study was conducted in temperate forests throughout the three main islands of 

New Zealand. New Zealand is located in the Pacific Ocean to the east of Australia, 

between 35° and 47° S and has a small land mass of 270, 000 km2 (Leathwick 1998). 

Diverse climatic variation across the country results from the wide latitudinal range, 

diverse topography and situation of mountain ranges across the prevailing westerly 

winds. Climate is warm temperate from the top of the North Island to the Nelson 

and Marlborough regions of the South Island, and cool temperate throughout the 

rest of the South Island (Meurk 1984). There is a gradient of precipitation from wet 

in the west of New Zealand to drier in the east which is particularly pronounced in 

the South Island due to the rain shadow effect of the Southern Alps (Sinclair, et al. 

1997). Mean annual precipitation varies from 5,000 mm on the West Coast of the 

South Island to 210 mm on the eastern side of the South Island (Sinclair, et al. 1997). 

Mean annual temperature at sea level ranges from 18 °C in the northern-most 

regions to 10 °C in the southern-most regions (Mackintosh 2001). 

 

Soil types in New Zealand include Spodosols, Ultisols, Inceptisols and Alfisols 

(Van Rees 2006). Weathered volcanic tephra forms the basis of mature soils 

throughout the North Island and northern South Island. In the North Island, this is 

intermixed with recent peat and alluvium based soils in the low-lying plains. In the 

South Island, both old and recent soils occur which are mainly derived from glacial 

deposits. On the mountain ranges, soils are poorly developed and derived from 

parent materials of greywacke, schist and gneiss (Molloy 1998). 

 

The indigenous forests of New Zealand are predominantly evergreen and contain a 

kaleidoscopic variety of communities (Wardle 1991; McGlone et al. 2004). 

However, deforestation has removed 70% of the total forest that once covered the 

country (Leathwick 1995; Allen et al. 2013). Temperate mixed conifer/broadleaf 

forests cover much of New Zealand with variation in the dominant species with 

latitude (Wardle 1991). In Northland, kauri (Agathis australis) dominates the forest 

community (Wyse, et al. 2014). Evergreen beeches (Nothofagaceae) are the 

dominant forest type in most dry and high altitude regions with poor soil (Leathwick 

1995). 
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2.2.2 Data assembly 

Three datasets were assembled in order to conduct this analysis: plant community 

data, environmental data and functional trait data. 

 

Plant community data 

The community data was obtained from previous measurements made for carbon 

analysis under the Kyoto Protocol called the Land Use Carbon Analysis System 

(LUCAS) (Stephens et al. 2007). This System has a database of tree species 

distributions and basal area measurements from every forest type in New Zealand. 

The LUCAS has surveyed the vegetation at 1,177 plots (the LUCAS plots) of 20×20 

m size, (Payton et al. 2004) located at the intersections of an 8 x 8 km grid across 

New Zealand’s forests (Wiser et al. 2011). The 324 plots which had associated soil 

information were selected. These plots were located across a range of climatic and 

altitudinal ranges in native forest (Figure 2.1). Forest tree community composition 

was measured on each plot. Diameters were measured on all individual stems ≥ 2.5 

cm diameter at breast height (dbh; 135 cm) and were identified to species. Basal 

area (ba) was calculated for each species in each plot. The relative abundance of 

species i in plot k was calculated as raik = baik / Σ bak. 
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Figure 2.1: Map of sites where plant functional traits were sampled and the 

LUCAS plots which were selected for use. 

 

Environmental data 

Climate and soil data was obtained from two sources (Table 2.1). These were 

publically available datasets from Land Environments of New Zealand (LENZ) 

(Leathwick 2003) and the LUCAS database (Wiser, et al. 2011). Environmental 

variables were chosen based on previously observed relationships with species 

distributions by Leathwick (1995). Climate data for mean annual temperature 
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(MAT) and October vapour pressure deficit (VPD) at the locations of the 324 

LUCAS plots (Figure 2.1) were extracted from the LENZ climate surfaces using 

the “add surface information” tool in ArcGIS Desktop 10 (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute 2011) . VPD is measured in October because during this month 

persistent westerly winds result in strong geographic variation in VPD across New 

Zealand (Leathwick, et al. 2002). Solar radiation was initially included but was 

removed when it was not found to be an important factor in the multiple linear 

regression models developed in this study. 

 

A variety of soil properties were analysed from samples taken in each LUCAS plot, 

at the Landcare Research Plant and Soil Laboratory in Palmerston North, New 

Zealand. Soil organic carbon (C) % and total N % were measured using a Leco CNS 

2000 Analyser (Leco Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan, USA) which utilises the 

Dumas dry combustion principal (Metson et al. 1979). Total phosphorus (P) and 

organic P concentrations were determined using flow injection analysis on a Lachat 

QuikChem 8000 (Lachet Instruments, Loveland, Colorado, USA) following 

ignition at 550 °C for 60 min and extraction with 0.5M H2SO4 at a soil-to-extractant 

ratio of 1:200 for 16 hrs (Blakemore et al. 1987). Soil pH was measured in solution 

with a 1:2.5 soil-to-distilled water ratio using a Radiometer PHM210 pH meter 

equipped with a Radiometer pHC2401-8 electrode. We used these three variables 

to represent variation in soil fertility. Soil pH is considered a ‘master variable’ of 

soil chemistry (Binkley et al. 2011). Soil C:N ratio is indicative of quality of the 

soil organic matter (Heal, et al. 1997) and the relative availability of nitrogen, 

because N in soils with high C:N ratios will likely be bound up in the microbial 

biomass and will be less available to plants. We used organic P because it comprises 

the majority of total P across most of these forests: the average ratio of organic 

P:total P is 0.80 and the median ratio is 0.85 (Laughlin et al. 2015). These variables 

are widely used to assess relationships among vegetation structure and soil 

properties (Ordonez, et al. 2009; Jager, et al. 2015; Maire, et al. 2015). 
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Table 2.1: Environmental variables, units, sources and the range of values for 

each variable occurring in the 324 selected LUCAS plots. 

Environmental variable Unit Source Range 

Mean annual temperature °C Leathwick, 2003 5.3 – 15.7 

October vapour pressure 

deficit 

kPa Leathwick, 2003 0.01 – 0.54 

Soil pH Dimensionless 

(-log[H+]) 

Stephens et al., 

2007 

3.04 – 6.25 

Soil C:N ratio Stephens et al., 

2007 

10.24 – 49.29 

Soil organic P mg P kg-1 soil Stephens et al., 

2007 

30.51 – 2040 

 

Rather than selecting a single variable to reflect soil fertility, principal component 

analysis (PCA) using the princomp function in the vegan library of R (Oksanen et 

al. 2011) was used to reduce the three highly correlated soil properties (soil pH, soil 

C : N ratio and soil organic P) down to a single dimension for use as a predictor in 

the regression analyses. The first principal component was the only axis with an 

eigenvalue greater than one and explained most of the variation (65%) in these 

collinear soil properties (Table 2.2). This dominant soil fertility gradient varies from 

soils with high C:N ratio, low pH, and low organic P, to soils with low C:N ratio, 

high pH, and high organic P. This gradient is used in later analyses, referred to as 

“soil fertility”. 

 

Table 2.2: Results of the PCA of the correlation matrix derived from three soil 

properties measured on 324 plots. For each component, the eigenvalues and 

proportions of variance explained are provided. Eigenvectors for each of the 

components are listed below. 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 

Eigenvalues 1.948 0.795 0.257 

Proportion of variance 0.649 0.265 0.086 

Cumulative proportion 0.649 0.914 1.00 

Eigenvectors: 

pH 0.631 -0.361 0.687 

C:N -0.649 0.240 0.722 

Soil organic P 0.426 0.901 0.083 

 

A topographical index was calculated for each LUCAS plot to capture the 

continuous variation in landforms and terrain across New Zealand (McNab 1993). 
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The index was calculated as the mean of eight slope gradients from the plot centre 

to skyline. Low values of the topographical index indicate ridges and high values 

indicate gullies. 

 

A successional index was calculated for each LUCAS plot to represent the stage of 

succession of each site. This was done to account for the fact that community-

weighted mean traits of forests may change with succession (Lohbeck, et al. 2013). 

An interspecific trade-off between shade-tolerance and growth rates in high light is 

a major driver of secondary succession (Bazzaz & Pickett 1980; Smith & Huston 

1989; Lusk et al. 2015). Basal area (log(m2 ha-1)) of the forest was used as a 

surrogate for successional stage because stand basal area is a structural variable of 

succession and is related to the age of a forest stand (Lohbeck, et al. 2013). 

 

Species selection 

Species were selected from the New Zealand indigenous arborescent flora 

depending on their relative abundance and frequency across the country. Based on 

the LUCAS plot data (Wiser, et al. 2011), species were selected according to the 

following criteria: (i) the species must attain a diameter at breast height of at least 

10 cm; (ii) the species must contribute at least 10 % to the total basal area of at least 

one plot; and (iii) the species must occur on at least 1 % of all the plots. These 

criteria resulted in a list of 64 species (Table 2.3). None of the 64 species are listed 

as threatened or endangered (de Lange et al. 2009). 
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Table 2.3: Table of the names and species codes of the 64 New Zealand tree 

species sampled. 

Species code Scientific name Common name 

ARISER Aristotelia serrata Wineberry 

BEITAR Beilschmiedia tarairi Tarairi 

BEITAW Beilschmiedia tawa Tawa 

CARSER Carpodetus serratus Marbleleaf 

COPLIN Coprosma linariifolia Mikimiki 

CYACUN Cyathea cunninghamii Gully tree fern 

CYADEA Cyathea dealbata Silver fern 

CYAMED Cyathea medullaris Black tree fern 

CYASMI Cyathea smithii Soft tree fern 

DACCUP Dacrydium cupressinum Rimu 

DACDAC Dacrycarpus dacrydioides Kahikatea 

DICFIB Dicksonia fibrosa Wheki-ponga 

DICSQU Dicksonia squarrosa Wheki 

DRALON Dracophyllum longifolium Inaka 

DRATRA Dracophyllum traversii Mountain neinei 

DYSSPE Dysoxylum spectabile Kohekohe 

ELADEN Elaeocarpus dentatus Hinau 

ELAHOO Elaeocarpus hookerianus Pokaka 

FUCEXC Fuchsia excorticata Tree fuchsia 

FUSCLI Fuscospora cliffortioides Mountain beech 

FUSFUS Fuscospora fusca Red beech 

FUSSOL Fuscospora solandri Black beech 

FUSTRU Fuscospora truncata Hard beech 

GRILIT Griselinia littoralis Broadleaf 

HALBIF Halocarpus biformis Pink pine 

HEDARB Hedycarya arborea Pigeonwood 

HOHGLA Hoheria glabrata Mountain ribbonwood 

IXEBRE Ixerba brexioides Tawari 

KNIEXC Knightia excelsa Rewarewa 

KUNERI Kunzea ericoides Kanuka 

LAUNOV Laurelia zelandiae Pukatea 

LEPINT Lepidothamnus intermedius Yellow-silver pine 

LEPSCO Leptospermum scoparium Manuka 

LIBBID Libocedrus bidwillii Mountain cedar 

LOPMEN Lophozonia menziesii Silver beech 

MELRAM Melicytus ramiflorus Mahoe 

METROB Metrosideros robusta Northern rata 

METUMB Metrosideros umbellata Southern rata 

MYRAUS Myrsine australis Red matipo 

MYRDIV Myrsine divaricata Weeping matipo 

MYRSAL Myrsine salicina Toro 

NEOCOL Pseudopanax colensoi Mountain five-finger 

NESCUN Nestegis cunninghamii Black maire 
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NESLAN Nestegis lanceolata White maire 

OLECOL Olearia colensoi Leatherwood 

OLERAN Olearia rani Heketara 

PENCOR Pennantia corymbosa Kaikomako 

PHYALP Phyllocladus alpinus Mountain toatoa 

PHYTRI Phyllocladus trichomanoides Tanekaha 

PITEUG Pittosporum eugenioides Lemonwood 

PITTEN Pittosporum tenuifolium Kohuhu 

PODHAL Podocarpus hallii Mountain totara 

PODTOT Podocarpus totara Lowland totara 

PRUFER Prumnopitys ferruginea Miro 

PRUTAX Prumnopitys taxifolia Matai 

PSEARB Pseudopanax arboreus Five-finger 

PSECOL Pseudowintera colorata Mountain horopito 

PSECRA Pseudopanax crassifolius Lancewood 

QUIACU Quintinia acutifolia Tawheowheo 

QUISER Quintinia serrata Tawheowheo 

RHOSAP Rhopalostylis sapida Nikau 

SCHDIG Schefflera digitata Pate 

WEIRAC Weinmannia racemosa Kamahi 

WEISIL Weinmannia silvicola Towai 
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Functional trait data collection 

Thirteen functional traits (Table 2.4) were measured on each of the 64 species. 

Standard protocols for measuring leaf, stem, root, flowering, seed and whole-plant 

functional traits were used (Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). For each species, an 

average of 54 replicates (minimum of 3 replicates for Nestegis lanceolata and 

maximum of 120 replicates for Carpodetus serratus) were obtained for the traits of 

SLA, LDMC, WDMC and RBT to ensure sufficient representation in the analyses. 

 

Table 2.4: Functional traits, their associated abbreviations, units and range of 

values in this study. 

Functional Trait Abbreviation Unit Range 

Leaf traits  

Specific leaf area  SLA  mm2 mg-1  1.76 to 25.59 

Leaf dry matter content  LDMC  g g-1  0.211 to 0.53 

Leaf nitrogen concentration LNC %  0.62 to 3.32 

Leaf phosphorus concentration LPC %  0.04 to 0.40 

Leaf total phenol concentration Phenolic % 0.81 to 26.19 

Stem traits  

Wood dry matter content WDMC g g-1 0.18 to 0.66 

Relative bark thickness RBT  %  0 to 6.19 

Root traits    

Root dry matter content RDMC mg g-1 0.07 to 0.26 

Root diameter Rootdiam mm 0.22 to 1.25 

Flowering traits  

Flowering onset Flronset Julian date 31 to 278 

Flowering duration Flrduration Julian date 30 to 222 

Seed traits  

Seed mass (dry)  Sm mg  0.0008 to 1868 

Whole-plant traits  

Maximum height  Htmax  m  6 to 50 

 

In order to maximise functional trait sampling efficiency, sites were selected across 

the latitudinal range of New Zealand that include extensive altitudinal variation 

(Figure 2.1). This ensured that many species had the potential to be sampled at each 

site and intraspecific variation in traits was captured. North Island sampling sites in 

the Waikato included Pukemokemoke Bush Reserve, Pirongia Forest Park, 

Hakarimata Scenic Reserve, and the Kaimai Mamaku Forest Park. Other North 

Island sites included the Whirinaki Te Pua-a-Tāne Conservation Park, Ruahine 

Forest Park, Egmont National Park, Pureora Ecological District and Puketi Forest. 

South Island sites included Fiordland National Park, Westland Tai Poutini National 
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Park, the Catlins, Banks Peninsula, Abel Tasman National Park and Kahurangi 

National Park. Sampling was conducted during summer months (Nov-Feb). 

 

An opportunistic sampling strategy was used. At each site, the field team searched 

for individual trees. Upon finding a desired species, the team collected leaf and 

wood material from individuals > 10 cm dbh of each species at that location. The 

number of trees of each species, sampled at each site, varied from 1 to 10, depending 

on the diversity of the location and accessibility of the trees. Sampling locations 

were recorded using geographic coordinates. In total, trait data was collected from 

3411 individual trees during this field work. Additional leaf and stem trait data on 

these species was obtained from previous research by Dr Daniel Laughlin and Dr 

Sarah Richardson (Landcare Research) at 40 sites across the country. 

 

2.2.2.1 Leaf functional traits 

Where possible the leaves sampled were mature, fully expanded, well-lit and from 

healthy canopies. A 4 m and 8 m telescopic pruner were used to cut leaves off 

branches up to 10 m high. The number of leaves, leaflets or photosynthetic units 

(hereafter, collectively termed ‘leaves’) varied depending on the size and area of 

the leaves. For medium to large, compound- leaved species, one leaflet from three 

different leaves on each individual was collected. Rhopalostylis sapida is a large 

palm, so five sections, approximately 15 cm long, of five different fronds were 

collected. For simple, medium to large leaves, three leaves were collected from each 

individual tree. Five leaves were collected from Nothofagus spp. because they have 

small leaves. Ten pinnae were collected from tree fern species. Phylloclades (i.e. 

photosynthetic structures on Phyllocladaceae) were treated as operational 

photosynthetic units and are hereafter referred to as ‘leaves’. Ten leaves were 

collected from Phyllocladus spp., Podocarpus spp., Prumnopitys spp., Coprosma 

linariifolia, Myrsine divaricata and Dracophyllum longifolium, because they have 

small leaves. Thirty leaves were collected from Kunzea ericoides and 

Leptospermum scoparium because they have very small leaves. Five small 

(approximately 5 cm x 5 cm) branchlets were collected from Dacrycarpus 

dacrydioides, Lepidothamnus intermedius, Dacrydium cuppressinum, Libocedrus 

bidwillii, Halocarpus biformis, because these needled species were too difficult to 

collect individual needles from. Leaves were stored in air-tight plastic bags to 

minimise water loss. 
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Once the field crew returned from the field back to the accommodation, leaf area 

and mass measurements were made. This was typically completed within seven 

hours from the time of sample collection. Leaf area and leaf fresh mass of the 

combined leaves of each sample were measured using a CI-202 Portable Leaf Area 

Meter (CID Bio-Sciences, Inc., Camas, WA, USA) and a Mettler-Toledo PB3002-

S DeltaRange portable analytical balance. Leaf area of the very small and needled 

leaves could not be measured accurately using the portable leaf area meter. So these 

leaves were transported inside wet paper towels within air-tight plastic bags back 

to the laboratory in Hamilton within one week. Leaf area was then measured on a 

LICOR LI-3100C Area Meter (LICOR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). All leaves 

were oven-dried in a Contherm Thermotec 2000 Series oven at 60 °C for a 

minimum of one week and then cooled to room temperature in a Lab Companion 

vacuum desiccator before being re-weighed using a Mettler-Toledo MS304S 

analytical balance to obtain oven-dry mass. SLA was calculated by dividing the 

one-sided area of the fresh leaves by their dry mass. LDMC was calculated as dry 

mass per unit fresh mass of the leaves. 

 

Extra leaves were collected from one tree of each species sampled at each location. 

These leaves were also oven dried in the Contherm Thermotec 2000 Series oven at 

60 °C for a minimum of one week and then ground into a fine powder using a Retsch 

MM 2000 grinder. Approximately 20 g of fresh leaf sample was ground to provide 

the desired 1 g of dry ground leaf material for each sample. Ground leaf samples 

were then sent to the Landcare Research Environmental Chemistry Laboratory in 

Palmerston North for flow injection analysis using a Lachat QuikChem 8000 series. 

This test provided measurements of total leaf N, P and phenolic concentrations. A 

total of 173 leaf samples were analysed. 

 

2.2.2.2 Stem functional traits 

Tree diameter at breast height was measured using a diameter tape measure. For 

species, which were not above 10 cm dbh, the diameter of the main stem was 

measured as high up the stem as possible. Three equivalent methods were used for 

measuring stem tissue traits. For angiosperms and conifers with a dbh greater than 

10 cm and the only palm tree (Rhopalostylis sapida), tree cores were extracted from 

the tree trunk using a Suunto increment borer with hardened steel bits. The cores 
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were 5.15 mm diameter. The length of the core varied depending on the diameter 

of the tree but was taken until the pith of the tree was reached or, in the case of large 

trees, until the total length of the 30 cm borer was used. Because wood density 

varies across the diameter of a tree it was intended to collect a core sample 

representative of the entire radius (Muller-Landau 2004). One core per tree was 

taken at breast height. The cores samples included both the outer bark and wood. 

To minimise the chances of infection after coring, the borer was used at a slightly 

downward angle to allow any moisture in the hole to drain from the trunk and was 

cleaned between samples (Norton 1998). For trees where wood could not be 

extracted with a borer (such as Dracophyllum spp.), a twig of approximately 15 cm 

length was collected from a healthy lower branch using secateurs. The length of the 

wood core or twig was measured and it was stored in an appropriately labelled paper 

bag. Wood fresh mass measurements were made using a Mettler-Toledo PB3002-

S DeltaRange portable analytical balance. This was completed within seven hours 

from the time of sample collection. The mean wood fresh mass for each species was 

used in the calculation of wood dry matter content. Wood samples were oven dried 

at 100 °C in a Contherm Thermotec 2000 Series oven (Williamson & Wiemann 

2010) for a minimum of one week and then cooled to room temperature in a Lab 

Companion vacuum desiccator before being re-weighed using a Mettler-Toledo 

MS304S analytical balance to obtain oven-dry mass. Wood dry matter content was 

calculated as the oven dry mass divided by the fresh wood mass. 

 

Increment borers were not effective at extracting stem tissue from tree ferns, so data 

from another study was used to calculate stem traits of the tree ferns (Jager, et al. 

2015). Six individuals of tree ferns of Cyathea medullaris, C. dealbata and 

Dicksonia squarrossa in the Waikato region, were cut down. Whole disks were cut 

from three heights in the tree ferns, at the base, midstem and top. After removing 

the adventitious roots and non-vascular tissue from the outside of the disks, wood 

dry matter content was calculated by dividing dry mass (oven dried at 100 C for a 

minimum of 1 week) of the disk by fresh mass of the disk. The mean across the 

three measured tree fern species was used as the value for wood dry matter 

content of C. smithii, C. cunninghamii, and D. fibrosa. 

 

Bark thickness, including the cambium, was measured from the bark on the core or 

twig, using digital callipers. Where bark was fissured we measured thickness from 
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the thickest point (Lawes et al. 2014). Relative bark thickness was calculated as the 

thickness of the bark divided by dbh. Relative bark thickness is useful for 

determining the amount of external bark a tree has per mm of internal wood (Lawes, 

2013; Laughlin, 2012). Bark thickness of tree ferns was recorded as zero. 

 

2.2.2.3 Root functional traits 

Root trait data was sourced from measurements on nursery-grown seedlings by 

Kramer-Walter (2015). Trait measurements were made according to standardised 

protocols (Cornelissen, et al. 2003a; Perez-Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). Root balls 

were washed by gently massaging them under water. Subsections of fine roots were 

removed from the root ball and washed more thoroughly. Once clean, roots were 

transferred into a clear acrylic tray on an Epson Expression 10000XL scanner (Tokyo, 

Japan). Fine paintbrushes were used to spread the roots out and minimise overlap. 

Average root diameter was calculated using WinRhizo Pro software (Version 2012b, 

Regent Instruments Inc., Quebec City, Canada). Fresh root mass of each sample was 

obtained after removing the surface water from the roots using paper towels. The 

root sections were then dried at 60 °C for at least 48 hours before obtaining dry mass. 

Root dry matter content was calculated as root dry mass divided by root fresh mass. 

 

2.2.2.4 Flowering functional traits 

A literature search was completed for information on flowering phenology of the 

65 species in this project (Allan 1961; Davies 1961; Esler 1969; Leathwick 1984; 

Salmon 1985; Best & Bellingham 1991; Wilson 1994; Dijkgraaf 2002; Farjon 

2005). Dates of flowering onset, peak flowering and flowering end, were extracted 

from these reports of flowering time at different locations across the country. The 

flowering dates were converted to Southern hemisphere Julian dates, using July 1 

as the first day of the Southern Hemisphere Julian calendar (Weiher, et al. 1999). 

For example, Allan (1961) report that Laurelia novae-zelandiae flowers from 

October through December, which corresponds to the Southern hemisphere Julian 

dates 92 through 183. Flowering peak was taken as the median date between these 

two dates. 

 

2.2.2.5 Seed traits 

Seed mass was measured by Sarah Richardson from Landcare Research. Seed dry 

mass was measured on each of the 65 species from seeds stored in the Allan 
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Herbarium (CHR, Lincoln, New Zealand). Seeds were oven-dried to a constant 

mass before weighing. An average weight of fern spore mass (0.0008 mg) was used 

as mean ‘seed mass’ for the six tree ferns in this study. 

 

2.2.2.6 Whole-plant functional traits 

Maximum height estimates for each species were derived from regional floras 

(McGlone et al. 2010b). Maximum plant height is the distance between the upper 

heights of the main photosynthetic tissues and the ground level (Perez-

Harguindeguy, et al. 2013). 

 

2.2.3 Data analysis 

For species-trait combinations where quantitative data was not obtained, data was 

imputed using the mice function in the ‘mice’ library in R (Van Buuren & 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011; R Development Core Team 2014) prior to further 

analysis. 

 

Determining the intrinsic dimensions 

Given that many functional traits are correlated, it is important to determine which 

traits or combinations of traits represent independent axes of functional 

specialization (Laughlin 2014a). Principal component analysis was conducted 

using the princomp function in R, to determine the intrinsic dimensionality of the 

species-trait matrix (R Development Core Team 2014). The Kaiser-Guttman 

criterion (if an axis is significant then the eigenvalue of that axis should be greater 

than one (McCune & Grace 2002)) was used to determine which principal 

components were important. Interpretation of the principal components was based on 

identifying which traits were most strongly correlated with each component. 

 

Determining the relationships between CWM traits and environmental factors 

Community-weighted mean (CWM) traits were calculated for each trait j in each of 

the 324 LUCAS plots k as 𝐶𝑊𝑀jk =  ∑ 𝑡i𝑝ik
𝑆
𝑖=1 , where ti is the mean trait of species 

i across all trait measurements of that trait, pik is the relative abundance of species i 

in plot k, and S is the number of species in the plot (Shipley, et al. 2011). All CWM 

traits were log transformed prior to use in the following analyses. 
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Multiple linear regression was used to model each CWM trait as a function of five 

main effect environmental variables using the lm function in R (R Development 

Core Team 2014). The main effects included in each model were soil fertility, mean 

annual temperature, vapour pressure deficit, basal area, and the topographic index. 

Scatterplots with lines of best fit and correlation coefficients were made to illustrate 

the correlations between these main effects and the CWM traits. Two interaction 

effects were included in each model: soil fertility × MAT, and soil fertility × VPD. 

All predictors were continuous variables so they were centred and scaled to unit 

variance in order to estimate interaction effects. This was done using the formula, 

centred variable = (variable – mean of the variable) / (standard deviation of the 

variable). The values of the centred variables ranged from -2 to +2. 

 

To facilitate interpretation of the complex models, two types of plot were created. 

First, colourful interaction plots were created using the ‘fields’ library of R (Nychka 

et al. 2015). A prediction matrix was generated for use in predicting CWM trait 

values based on the centred variables. This matrix was also used to categorise the 

predicted CWM trait values depending on whether they were generated in low 

fertility or high fertility soils. ‘Low fertility soils’ were classed as -2 and ‘high 

fertility soils’ were classed as +2, i.e. ± 2 standard deviations from the average soil 

fertility. ‘High’ and ‘low’ fertility soils are simplified concepts because in reality soils 

are highly dynamic and nutrients can be distributed heterogeneously in both space and 

time (Campbell & Grime 1992; McLaren & Cameron 1996). The smooth.2d function 

was used to predict CWM trait values for each trait and soil fertility category. The 

model-predicted CWM trait values were plotted on a colour-scale using the 

image.plot function, to illustrate the modelled variation of trait values with MAT 

and VPD within both soil fertility levels. Second, line interaction plots were created 

to improve visualisation of the variations in interactions across soil fertility. To 

achieve this effects of the interactions of soil fertility × MAT, and soil fertility × 

VPD were plotted for the linear model of each CWM trait, using the ‘effects’ library 

in R (Fox 2003; R Development Core Team 2014). 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Dimensions of trait variation among New Zealand trees 

The principal component analysis (Table 2.5) illustrates how leaf, stem, root, 

flowering, seed, and whole-plant traits are correlated with each other and how these 

traits vary between species. The Kaiser criterion suggested that this species- trait 

matrix was at least five dimensional because the first five eigenvalues were greater 

than one (Table 2.5). These five dimensions accounted for 76% of the total variation 

and correlation structure of the 13 traits measured in this study. 

 

The five dimensions relate to traits from all of the plant organs (Table 2.5). The first 

axis represents variation along the leaf economics spectrum (Figure 2.2). This axis 

spans from species with high specific leaf area, low leaf dry matter content, high 

leaf N concentration and high leaf P concentration to species with low SLA, high 

LDMC, low leaf P concentration and low leaf N concentration. The second axis 

represents variation in root diameter, flowering duration, seed mass and leaf 

phenolic concentration (Figure 2.2). This axis varies from species with large root 

diameters, large seeds, short flowering duration and low leaf phenolic concentration 

to species with small root diameters small seeds, long flowering duration and high 

leaf phenolic concentration. The third axis represents variation in stem traits of 

relative bark thickness and wood dry matter content. This axis spans from species 

with high RBT and high WDMC to species with low RBT and WDMC. The fourth 

axis ranges from species with high maximum plant height to species with low 

maximum plant height. The fifth axis represents variation in root dry matter content 

and flowering onset. This axis ranges from species with high RDMC and early 

flowering onset to species with low RDMC and late flowering onset. 
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Table 2.5: Results of the PCA analysis of the correlation matrix derived from 

the thirteen traits measured on 64 tree species. For each axis, the eigenvalues 

and proportion of variance explained are provided. Eigenvectors for each of 

the axes are listed below and variables most strongly correlated with each 

component are in bold. 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 

Eigenvalues 4.41 1.74 1.45 1.21 1.02 0.83 

Proportion of 

variance 

0.34 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.06 

Cumulative 

proportion 

0.34 0.47 0.58 0.68 0.76 0.82 

Eigenvectors: 

Specific leaf 

area 

0.405 -0.123 0.253 0.130 -0.110 -0.028 

Leaf dry matter 

content 

-0.402 -0.022 -0.257 0.145 -0.031 0.007 

Leaf nitrogen 

concentration 

0.407 -0.018 0.255 0.267 -0.107 0.032 

Leaf phosphorus 

concentration 

0.391 0.062 0.189 0.294 0.067 -0.164 

Root diameter 0.072 0.588 -0.107 -0.255 -0.032 0.197 

Flowering 

duration 

-0.069 -0.495 0.294 -0.238 -0.271 0.482 

Seed mass -0.060 0.449 0.161 0.226 -0.394 0.559 

Leaf phenolic 

concentration 

-0.275 -0.298 0.219 0.293 0.182 0.137 

Relative bark 

thickness 

-0.197 0.157 0.542 -0.329 -0.065 -0.324 

Wood dry 

matter content 

-0.266 0.208 0.358 0.031 -0.254 -0.419 

Max height -0.219 0.207 0.097 0.587 0.322 0.033 

Root dry matter 

content 

-0.242 -0.144 -0.105 0.290 -0.597 -0.173 

Flowering onset 0.223 -0.037 -0.393 0.092 -0.424 -0.241 
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Figure 2.2: Ordination of PCA results showing the relationships between 

species and leaf, stem, root, flowering, seed, and whole-plant traits. Refer to 

Table 2.3 for species codes and Table 2.4 for trait abbreviations. 
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2.3.2 Relationships between CWM traits and environmental 

factors 

Soil fertility consistently had stronger relationships with all community-weighted 

mean (CWM) traits than climate variables (Table 2.6). The main effect variables 

were significant for most CWM traits (Table 2.6, Figure 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 2.12, 2.15). 

Soil fertility and mean annual temperature were significant predictors for all traits.  

Vapour pressure deficit was a significant predictor of all traits except flowering 

duration, maximum height, and seed mass. Total basal area was a significant 

predictor for only four traits: leaf dry matter content, flowering duration, maximum 

height, and seed mass. Topography was a significant predictor for only six traits: 

specific leaf area, leaf N concentration, leaf P concentration, root dry matter content 

root diameter and maximum height. However, because the interaction effects were 

significant for all traits except seed mass and root dry matter content, it is not 

straightforward to interpret the relationships between CWM traits and the main 

effects of soil fertility and climate. The interaction effects varied in strength and 

direction between traits. The interaction effect of soil fertility × MAT was 

significant for all traits except root dry matter content and seed mass. The 

interaction effect of soil fertility × VPD was significant for all traits except leaf 

phenolic concentration, root dry matter content, root diameter and seed mass. In the 

following section, the relationships of CWM traits with soil fertility, MAT, VPD, 

and the interaction effects of these three factors will be explained, in an order based 

on the loadings on the principal component axes. 
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Table 2.6: Results of multiple linear regression models where CWM traits were fitted as functions of environmental variables (using centred 

predictor variables scaled to unit variance). Significance codes: p < 0 ‘***’, p< 0.001 ‘**’, p< 0.01 ‘*’. Refer to Table 2.4 for trait abbreviations. 

 

 
  Predictor estimates Interaction predictor 

estimates 

Overall model 

Trait Intercept Soil 
fertility 

MAT VPD Log(ba) Topo Soil 
fertility  

× MAT 

Soil 
fertility 

× VPD 

p < F7,316  R2
adj 

SLA 2.11*** 0.11*** 0.05** 0.03* 0.01 0.05*** 0.05** -0.05*** 2.2e-16 27.03 0.36 

LDMC -0.83*** -0.05*** -0.04*** 0.03*** -0.01* -0.005 -0.02** 0.01* 2.2e-16 38.49 0.45 

LNC 0.16*** 0.08*** -0.02 0.04*** 0.00 0.04*** 0.07*** -0.03** 2.2e-16 22.34 0.32 

LPC -2.36*** 0.10*** -0.06*** 0.03* 0.01 0.05*** 0.07*** -0.03* 2.2e-16 20.11 0.29 

Rootdiam -0.86*** 0.13*** 0.11*** -0.08*** 0.00 -0.03** 0.03* -0.001 2.2e-16 43.94 0.48 

Flrduration 4.60*** 0.05*** 0.04*** 0.004 -0.05*** -0.005 0.05*** -0.03** 2.2e-16 18.53 0.28 

Sm 2.43*** 0.37*** 0.65*** -0.06 0.35*** -0.10 0.11 -0.17 9.4e-15 13.04 0.21 

Phenolic 2.24*** -0.26*** -0.11*** 0.08** 0.01 0.02 -0.20*** 0.07 2.2e-16 36.3 0.43 

RBT 0.87*** -0.09*** -0.13*** 0.08*** -0.01 -0.009 -0.09*** 0.05** 2.2e-16 32.21 0.40 

WDMC -0.63*** -0.04*** -0.04*** 0.02** 0.00 -0.006 -0.02** 0.02*** 2.2e-16 28.04 0.37 

Htmax 3.11*** -0.14*** 0.05** 0.03 0.09*** 0.04* -0.10*** 0.07*** 2.2e-16 20.32 0.30 

RDMC -1.74*** -0.06*** -0.06*** 0.02* -0.002 0.01* -0.004 -0.003 2.2e-16 31.41 0.40 

Flronset 4.72*** 0.08*** 0.03* -0.09*** 0.02 -0.02 0.08*** -0.05*** 2.2e-16 17.68 0.27 
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Principal component one: leaf economic traits 

The multiple regression models explained significant variation in community-

weighted mean SLA (R2
adj = 0.36), LDMC (R2

adj = 0.45), LNC (R2
adj = 0.32), and 

LPC (R2
adj = 0.29) (Table 2.6). Soil fertility exhibited stronger relationships with 

leaf traits than the climatic variables did (Figure 2.3). SLA, LNC and LPC were 

positively related to soil fertility, while LDMC was negatively related to soil 

fertility (Table 2.6, Figure 2.3). Most leaf traits were positively related to VPD. 

LDMC was negatively related to MAT, while SLA and LNC were positively related 

to MAT (Figure 2.3). The only leaf trait that was related to total basal area was 

LDMC which was negatively related to total basal area (Table 2.6). SLA, LNC and 

LPC were positively associated with gully environments (Table 2.6). 

 

Significant interactions between soil fertility and both climatic variables influenced 

all of the CWM leaf traits (Table 2.6). In environments with low fertility soils, SLA, 

LNC and LPC were generally low, across all climatic conditions (Figure 2.4). 

However, with increases in soil fertility, SLA, LNC and LPC increased rapidly in 

warm and moist environments but stayed approximately unchanged in cool, dry 

environments (Figure 2.5). In high soil fertility, low SLA, LNC and LPC values in 

cool and dry environments changed to high values in warm and moist environments 

(Figure 2.4). LDMC showed an inverse pattern to SLA, LNC and LPC. LDMC was 

high in low fertility soils across all climatic conditions (Figure 2.4). However, with 

increasing soil fertility, LDMC decreased rapidly in warm and moist environments 

(Figure 2.5). In high fertility soils, high LDMC in cool and dry environments 

changed to low LDMC in warm and moist environments (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.3: Scatterplots of CWM from principal component one against the 

environmental predictor variables. Soil fertility increases from left to right 

along the x-axis. Onto each plot are overlaid the modelled fit and correlation 

coefficients for the bivariate relationships. 
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Figure 2.4: Interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component one 

((specific leaf area (mm2 mg-1), leaf dry matter content (g g-1), leaf nitrogen 

concentration (%) and leaf phosphorus concentration (%)) with mean annual 

temperature (°C) and vapour pressure deficit (kPa) at two levels of soil fertility 

(using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance).  
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Figure 2.5: Line interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component 

one ((specific leaf area (mm2 mg-1), leaf dry matter content (g g-1), leaf nitrogen 

concentration (%) and leaf phosphorus concentration (%)) with mean annual 

temperature (°C), vapour pressure deficit (kPa) and soil fertility (using 

centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance). Soil fertility increases 

from left to right along the x-axis.  
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Principal component two: root diameter flowering duration, seed mass and 

leaf phenolic concentration 

The multiple regression models explained significant variation in community-

weighted mean root diameter (R2
adj = 0.48), flowering duration (R2

adj = 0.28), seed 

mass (R2
adj = 0.21) and leaf phenolic concentration (R2

adj = 0.43) (Table 2.6). Root 

diameter, flowering duration and seed mass were positively related to soil fertility 

and MAT (Table 2.6, Figure 2.6). Leaf phenolic concentration was negatively 

related to soil fertility and MAT (Figure 2.6). Root diameter was negatively related 

to VPD, but flowering duration and seed mass were not related to VPD (Table 2.6, 

Figure 2.6). Leaf phenolic concentrations were positively related to VPD. Root 

diameter was unrelated to total basal area, but flowering duration was negatively 

related to total basal area. Seed mass was positively associated with total basal area 

but not related to topography. Root diameter was positively associated with ridge 

environments and flowering duration was not associated with topography (Table 

2.6). Leaf phenolic concentrations were not significantly related to either total basal 

area or topography (Table 2.6). 

 

Significant interactions between soil fertility and climatic variables influenced root 

diameter, flowering duration and leaf phenolic concentration but neither interaction 

influenced seed mass (Table 2.6). Root diameter and leaf phenolic concentration 

were influenced by the interaction of soil fertility × MAT only, while flowering 

duration was influenced by both the interactions of soil fertility × MAT, and soil 

fertility × VPD (Table 2.6). Root diameter and flowering duration were low in low 

fertility soil across all climatic conditions (Figure 2.7). However, as soil fertility 

increased, root diameter increased rapidly in warm environments and flowering 

duration increased rapidly in warm and moist environments (Figure 2.7, Figure 2.8). 

In high fertility soils, moderate root diameter and short flowering duration in cool 

and dry climates, changed to high root diameter and long flowering duration in 

warm and moist climates (Figure 2.7). 

 

Seed mass was low in low soil fertility across all climates (Figure 2.7). In high 

fertility soils, seed mass was also generally low, but increased rapidly to high seed 

mass in warm and moist environments (Figure 2.7). 
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When soil fertility was high, leaf phenolic concentration was generally low across 

all climates (Figure 2.7). However, as soil fertility decreased, leaf phenolic 

concentration increased rapidly in warm and moist environments (Figure 2.7, 

Figure 2.8). In low fertility soil, leaf phenolic concentration was low in cool 

conditions and changed to high values in warmt conditions (Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Scatterplots of CWM from principal component two against the 

environmental predictor variables. Soil fertility increases from left to right 

along the x-axis. Onto each plot are overlaid the modelled fit and correlation 

coefficients for the bivariate relationships.  
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Figure 2.7: Interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component two 

(root diameter (mm) and flowering duration (Julian days)) with mean annual 

temperature (°C) and vapour pressure deficit (kPa) at two levels of soil fertility 

(using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance).  
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Figure 2.8: Line interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component 

two (root diameter (mm) and flowering duration (Julian days)) with mean 

annual temperature (°C), vapour pressure deficit (kPa) and soil fertility (using 

centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance). Soil fertility increases 

from left to right along the x-axis.  
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Principal component three: relative bark thickness and wood dry matter 

content 

The multiple regression models explained significant variation in community-

weighted mean relative bark thickness (R2
adj = 0.40) and wood dry matter content 

(R2
adj = 0.37) (Table 2.6). Relative bark thickness and wood dry matter content were 

negatively related to soil fertility and MAT (Table 2.6, Figure 2.9). Relative bark 

thickness and wood dry matter content were weakly related to VPD (Table 2.6, 

Figure 2.9). None of the traits from principal component five were associated with 

total basal area or topography (Table 2.6). 

 

Interactions between soil fertility and both climatic variables had a significant 

influence on relative bark thickness and wood dry matter content (Table 2.6). 

Relative bark thickness was moderate in low fertility soil across all climatic 

conditions, but increased slightly in warm and moist climates (Figure 2.10). 

However, relative bark thickness decreased rapidly with increasing soil fertility in 

warm and moist climates (Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11) and increased with increasing 

soil fertility in cool and dry climates (Figure 2.10). Wood dry matter content in low 

fertility soils, ranged from high in moist environments to moderate in dry 

environments. Wood dry matter content decreased rapidly with increasing soil 

fertility in warm and moist environments (Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11) and varied little 

with increasing soil fertility in cool and dry environments. In high soil fertility, low 

wood dry matter contents in warm and moist environments changed to high values 

in cool and dry environments (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.9: Scatterplots of CWM from principal component three against the 

environmental predictor variables. Soil fertility increases from left to right 

along the x-axis. Onto each plot are overlaid the modelled fit and correlation 

coefficients for the bivariate relationships. 
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Figure 2.10: Interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component 

three (relative bark thickness (%) and wood dry matter content (g g-1)) with 

mean annual temperature (°C) and vapour pressure deficit (kPa) at two levels 

of soil fertility (using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance). 

 

Figure 2.11: Line interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal 

component three (relative bark thickness (%) and wood dry matter content (g 

g-1)) with mean annual temperature, vapour pressure deficit and soil fertility 

(using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance). Soil fertility 

increases from left to right along the x-axis.  
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Principal component four: maximum plant height 

The multiple regression models explained significant variation in community-

weighted mean maximum height (R2
adj = 0.30) (Table 2.6). Maximum height was 

negatively related to soil fertility (Figure 2.12). Maximum height was positively 

related to MAT, but was not related to VPD (Table 2.6, Figure 2.12). Maximum 

height was positively associated with total basal area and gully environments (Table 

2.6). 

 

Maximum plant height was influenced by both the interaction effects of soil fertility 

× MAT, and soil fertility × VPD (Table 2.6). When soil fertility was high, maximum 

height was generally low across all climates (Figure 2.13). However, as soil fertility 

decreased, maximum height increased rapidly in warm and moist environments 

(Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14). In low soil fertility, short maximum plant heights in cool 

and dry environments changed to taller values in warm and moist environments 

(Figure 2.13). 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Scatterplots of CWM from principal component four against the 

environmental predictor variables. Soil fertility increases from left to right 

along the x-axis. Onto each plot are overlaid the modelled fit and correlation 

coefficients for the bivariate relationships. 
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Figure 2.13: Interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component 

four (maximum plant height (m)) with mean annual temperature (°C) and 

vapour pressure deficit (kPa) at two levels of soil fertility (using centred 

predictor variables scaled to unit variance). 

 

Figure 2.14: Line interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal 

component four (maximum plant height (m)) with mean annual temperature 

(°C), vapour pressure deficit (kPa) and soil fertility (using centred predictor 

variables scaled to unit variance). Soil fertility increases from left to right along 

the x-axis. 
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Principal component five: root dry matter content and flowering onset 

The multiple regression models explained significant variation in community-

weighted mean root dry matter content (R2
adj = 0.40) and flowering onset (R2

adj = 

0.27) (Table 2.6). Root dry matter content was negatively related to the main effects 

of soil fertility and MAT, and positively related to VPD (Table 2.6, Figure 2.15). 

In contrast, flowering onset was positively related to soil fertility and MAT, and 

negatively related to VPD (Table 2.6, Figure 2.15). Root dry matter content was not 

associated with total basal area but was positively associated with gully 

environments (Table 2.6). There were no significant associations between 

flowering onset and total basal area or topography (Table 2.6). 

 

Interactions between soil fertility and both climatic variables had a significant 

influence on flowering onset but neither interaction had a significant influence on 

root dry matter content (Table 2.6). In low fertility soils, root dry matter content 

varied from moderate in warm and moist conditions to high in cool and dry 

conditions (Figure 2.16). However, in high fertility soils, root dry matter content 

varied from low in warm conditions to moderate in cooler conditions (Figure 2.16). 

In low fertility soils, flowering onset was generally early in all climates (Figure 

2.16). Flowering onset increased rapidly with increasing soil fertility in warm and 

moist conditions (Figure 2.16, Figure 2.17). In high soil fertility, flowering onset 

varied from early in cool and dry environments to a later date in warm and moist 

environments (Figure 2.16). 
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Figure 2.15: Scatterplots of CWM from principal component five against the 

environmental predictor variables. Soil fertility increases from left to right 

along the x-axis. Onto each plot are overlaid the modelled fit and correlation 

coefficients for the bivariate relationships. 
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Figure 2.16: Interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal component 

four (root dry matter content (mg g-1) and flowering onset (Julian days)) with 

mean annual temperature (°C) and vapour pressure deficit (kPa) at two levels 

of soil fertility (using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance. 

 

Figure 2.17: Line interaction plots of the CWM traits from principal 

component four (root dry matter content (mg g-1) and flowering onset (Julian 

days)) with mean annual temperature (°C), vapour pressure deficit (kPa) and 

soil fertility (using centred predictor variables scaled to unit variance). Soil 

fertility increases from left to right along the x-axis. 
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2.3.3 Summary of results 

The variation in CWM traits across multiple plant organs is summarised in Figure 

2.18. In environments with low fertility soil, across all climatic conditions, ‘slow’ 

leaf traits were dominant. In environments with high fertility soil, ‘slow’ leaf traits 

were favoured when conditions were cool and dry. However, in high fertility sites 

with higher temperature and moisture, leaf traits were ‘faster’. 

 

In sites with low fertility, across all climate conditions, low root diameter, short 

flowering duration and small seeds were favoured. In low fertility sites, leaf 

phenolic concentrations varied from low in cool conditions to high in warm 

conditions. In high fertility sites, leaf phenolic concentrations were moderate in cool 

and dry conditions, but low in all other climates. In sites with high fertility soil, root 

diameter was high in warm and moist sites, but moderate in all other conditions. In 

high fertility soils, flowering duration varied from long in warm and moist 

environments to short in cool and dry environments. In high fertility soils, seed 

mass was high in warm and moist conditions, but low in all other conditions. 

 

In sites with low fertility soil, across all climatic conditions, relative bark thickness 

and wood dry matter content were moderate to high. In high fertility sites, relative 

bark thickness and wood dry matter content varied from low in warm and moist 

conditions to high in cool and dry conditions. 

 

In sites with low fertility, maximum height varied from tall in warm and moist 

conditions to short in cool and dry conditions. In sites with high fertility soil, 

maximum height was low across all climates, except cool and dry conditions where 

it was moderate. 

 

In low fertility soils, root dry matter content varied from moderate in warm 

conditions to high in cool conditions. In high fertility soils, root dry matter content 

varied from low in warm conditions to moderate in cool conditions. In low fertility 

soils, flowering onset was early across all climatic conditions. Yet in high fertility 

soils, flowering onset varied from late in warm and moist conditions to early in cool 

and dry conditions. 
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Figure 2.18: Summary of variation in CWM traits across soil fertility and climate gradients 

in New Zealand forests. Refer to symbol legend below plot. 
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2.4 Discussion 

The results of this thesis indicated that (i) there were five dominant independent 

dimensions of variation among traits of New Zealand trees, and (ii) soil fertility was 

a more important predictor of CWM traits than climate variables, however, 

significant interaction effects between soil fertility and climate variables overrode 

the importance of the individual main effects. 

 

Soil fertility has not been included in previous quantitative studies of community 

assembly in New Zealand forests at a national scale. Despite early recognition that 

forest community composition in New Zealand is affected by both climate and soil 

fertility (Wardle 1991), national-scale quantitative studies have focused 

predominantly on the climatic drivers of community distributions. Only in a few 

cases have such community ecology studies included soil variables such as soil 

water deficit, soil parent material, soil texture and rooting depth (Leathwick 1995; 

Leathwick et al. 1996; Leathwick & Whitehead 2001). Recent studies across 

terrestrial ecosystems worldwide have also found soil fertility to be a more 

important driver of trait-environment relationships than climate (Ordonez, et al. 

2009; Maire, et al. 2015). The results from this thesis support the idea that soil 

fertility has a greater role in community assembly than previously acknowledged. 

 

This thesis found significant effects of the interaction effects between soil fertility 

and climatic variables, on CWM traits in forest communities in New Zealand. 

Hence, the adaptive value of traits in particular climatic conditions depends upon 

the fertility of the soil. The importance of interaction effects between soil fertility 

and climate has not previously been assessed in plant communities, despite 

suggestions that there may be joint effects between these variables on traits (Dwyer, 

et al. 2015; Maire, et al. 2015). 

 

The five intrinsic dimensions of trait variation recognised in this study represent 

variation across all plant organs. This aligns with previous recommendations that 

in order to ensure that functional variation between species is portrayed accurately 

it is important to consider four to eight trait dimensions, and traits from many plant 

organs (Laughlin 2014a). Identification of the intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset 

was valuable because it reduced the complexity of the interpretation. This was 
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possible because the correlated traits within each dimension varied in similar 

patterns along the environmental gradients. The relationships between each of the 

thirteen traits within the five trait dimensions, and climate and soil fertility in New 

Zealand forests will be discussed in turn. 

 

Principal component one: leaf economics traits 

In environments with high fertility soils, CWM leaf economics traits varied from 

‘slow’ leaves (with low SLA, low LNC and LPC, and high LDMC) in cool and dry 

environments to ‘fast’ leaves (with high SLA, high LNC, high LPC and low LDMC) 

in warm and moist environments, as previously described on a global scale (Wright, 

et al. 2005a). However, in environments with low fertility soils across all climatic 

conditions, ‘slow’ leaf economic traits (with low SLA, LNC, low LPC and high 

LDMC) tended to be favoured. This is an example of the importance of including 

interaction effects between climate and soil fertility. This thesis research supports 

the idea that variation in the adaptive values of CWM leaf economics traits across 

environmental gradients is more accurately portrayed when soil fertility is 

accounted for simultaneously with climate (Reich 2014). 

 

Species that survive successfully in resource-limited sites tend to have ‘slow’ leaves. 

These traits enable the species to survive via a conservative strategy of utilising 

nutrient resources that are in low abundance (Grubb 1998; Richardson, et al. 2004). 

Traits of ‘slow’ leaves are advantageous in nutrient-poor environments because the 

leaves are more resistant to physical damage, and have lower nutrient foraging costs 

than ‘fast’ leaves (Wright, et al. 2004). ‘Slow’ leaves have low photosynthetic rates 

compared to ‘fast’ leaves, however ‘slow’ leaves have long leaf lifespans which 

mean that the high energetic and carbon investment in producing leaf tissue with 

greater structural integrity is offset by the benefits of continued photosynthesis over 

long leaf lifespans (Reich 2014). Proficient resorption of nutrients before leaf fall 

also reduces the construction costs of ‘slow’ leaves (Richardson, et al. 2008). Over-

investing in ‘fast’ leaves when nutrients are scarce is not a viable strategy (Reich 

2014). ‘Slow’ leaves are favoured in low fertility sites with a range of climates 

because any improvement in climate favourability is unable to offset the detrimental 

effects of resource limitation to leaf production (Richardson, et al. 2008). 
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In high fertility soils, where the stress of attaining sufficient nutrients is relaxed, 

climate is the sole driver of variation in CWM leaf economics traits. In sites with 

high fertility soil and cool, dry conditions, ‘slow’ leaf traits were favoured because 

they enhance survival when moisture and temperature are so low that investing in 

‘fast’ leaf traits would be uneconomical. In these conditions, considerable savings 

are made by having long-lived leaves which are capable of photosynthesis despite 

harsh conditions, and have lower respiratory carbon and water loss than ‘fast’ leaves 

(Cunningham, et al. 1999; Farquhar, et al. 2002; Godoy, et al. 2011; Sanchez-

Gomez, et al. 2013). 

 

Only in sites with high fertility, warm and moist conditions were ‘fast’ leaves an 

economical and adaptive strategy. In these conditions, ‘fast’ leaves were 

advantageous because the potential for rapid photosynthesis was not limited by any 

factors (Grime 1977; Grime 1979). The productive strategy in which, high 

quantities of resources and water are used to rapidly acquire carbon, is successful 

in these productive conditions (Wright, et al. 2004). ‘Fast’ leaves have short leaf 

lifespans and high nutrient concentrations compared to slow leaves, but the rate of 

return on investment in ‘fast’ leaves is high enough in fertile, warm, and moist 

conditions to offset the costs (Reich 2014). 

 

Principal component two: root diameter, flowering duration, seed mass and 

leaf phenolic concentration 

In low fertility soils, across all climatic conditions, thin CWM root diameter was 

favoured. However, in high fertility soils, root diameter varied from moderate in 

cool and dry environments to thick in warm and moist environments. Thin roots are 

favoured in sites with low soil fertility because they enable a greater spread of roots 

within the soil to search for nutrients than would be possible with the same 

allocation of resources to thick roots (Hill, et al. 2006; Holdaway, et al. 2011). Thin 

roots also have lower requirements of external nutrients for maximum growth 

which is favourable under low nutrient availability (Hill, et al. 2006). In high 

fertility soils, thick, long-lived roots are selected for in warm and moist 

environments, where there are no restrictions on the potential for root growth 

(Powell 1974). In these conditions thick roots offer the best long-term opportunity 

for obtaining resources (McCormack, et al. 2012) by increasing the surface area for 

resource uptake and symbiotic interactions with mycorrhizae to occur (Newsham, 
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et al. 1995; Wang & Qiu 2006). In high fertility, cool and dry environments, species 

with moderate root diameters are favoured. This is because thinner roots have lower 

risks of drought- or freezing- induced xylem cavitation, and lower costs of water 

uptake from soils, than thicker roots (Fitter 1987; Leuschner, et al. 2004; Alameda 

& Villar 2012; Olmo, et al. 2014). Thinner roots have lower metabolic costs which 

is also favoured for conservation of resources in cool conditions (Eissenstat 1992). 

The importance of including interaction effects is exemplified in this trait because 

root diameter varied with climate in high fertility soils, but not in low fertility soils. 

 

In low fertility soils, across all climates, short flowering duration was favoured. 

However, in high fertility soils, flowering duration varied from short in cool and 

dry environments to long in warm and moist environments. In environments with 

low soil fertility, nutrient stress limits the availability of resources for allocation to 

reproduction. Hence a shorter flowering duration and strategy of using all available 

flowering resources at once is selected for. This allows plants to invest heavily in a 

short period of flowering in anticipation that successful pollination will occur 

during this time (Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). If this period is synchronised with 

optimal conditions then chances of pollination are high, but if it is not then 

pollination success may be low (Aronson, et al. 1992). In environments with high 

soil fertility, and cool and dry conditions, short flowering durations are favoured. 

This is because water-stress tends to limit the duration of plant lifecycles and 

therefore also limit the duration of flowering (Aronson, et al. 1992). In 

environments with high fertility soils and warm, moist conditions, longer flowering 

duration is favoured. This trend follows previously recorded patterns of increasing 

flowering duration with increasing temperature (Bock, et al. 2014). In these 

conditions there are no limitations to how much the plants can afford to invest in 

flowering over an extended period of time. Hence long flowering duration has 

adaptive value because it may increase the chance of successful pollination by 

having flowers available over a longer period (Wolkovich & Cleland 2014). 

 

Low seed mass was favoured in sites with low soil fertility across all climates. In 

high fertility soil, low seed mass was also favoured in all climates, except in warm 

and moist conditions where high seed mass was favoured. This trend of seed mass 

with environmental conditions supports the findings at a regional scale in Northland, 

New Zealand (Jager, et al. 2015). Larger seeds may be favoured in high fertility 
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sites with warm and moist conditions because competition for light is highest in 

these conditions and therefore the greater ability of large seeds than small seeds, to 

tolerate shade may favoured (Coomes, et al. 2009). Large seeds provide support for 

slow-growing plants which have a greater tolerance of low light, and greater 

survival through early establishment, than plants with small seeds (Reich, et al. 

1998; Moles, et al. 2007). The correlation of large seed mass with high temperatures 

in fertile sites may be driven by the increasing metabolic costs for respiration with 

in higher temperatures, as shown in Australia (Lord, et al. 1997; Murray, et al. 

2004). The correlation of large seeds with moist, high fertility sites adds support to 

the argument that large seed mass is not associated with increased seedling 

establishment during drought (Wright & Westoby 1999; Leishman, et al. 2000). 

 

In New Zealand forests, the production of a large number of small seeds in most 

environments appears to outweigh the benefits of producing a few large seeds 

(Aarssen & Jordan 2001; Henery & Westoby 2001). Only in environments with 

high soil fertility, warm and moist conditions, does the production of a small 

number of large seeds outweigh the benefits of producing many small seeds. It may 

take 8 weeks to 4 years for the higher survival of large seeds to counterbalance their 

higher costs of production compared to smaller seeds (Moles, et al. 2007). Hence, 

although large seeds provide an advantage in early life stages, small-seeded species 

may have survival advantages which accrue during other stages in the life-cycle 

(Moles, et al. 2007). In most combinations of soil fertility and climate in New 

Zealand, small seeds were favoured because the benefits of producing large seeds 

did not exceed the costs of producing them. 

 

When soil fertility was high, low leaf phenolic concentration was favoured across 

all climates except cool and dry conditions. However, in low fertility soils, leaf 

phenolic concentration varied from low in cool environments to high in warm 

environments. Low leaf phenolic concentrations are advantageous in fertile sites 

with warm climates, as well as cool and moist climates, because the conditions are 

suitable for fast growth. There are no resource limitations, so producing leaves with 

low phenolic concentrations is an energetically and resource ‘cheap’ scheme that 

supports high productivity (Wright, et al. 2010). Moderate leaf phenolic 

concentrations in sites with high fertility soils, and cool and dry conditions may 

increase leaf defence against physical disturbances (Moles, et al. 2011b). The 
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occurrence of higher leaf phenolic concentrations in low fertility, warm 

environments suggests that more conservative traits are favoured in these 

conditions. High phenolic concentration reduces rates of decomposition and N 

mineralisation and thereby regulates nutrient cycling (Kraus, et al. 2003). In 

nutrient limited sites, higher phenolic concentration is also advantageous because it 

enables leaves to have greater resistance to physical and biotic damage in such 

environments, where the cost of replacing damaged tissue is far greater than in more 

fertile sites (Moles, et al. 2011b). 

 

The role of phenolics in defending leaves against herbivores is also worth 

considering, in light of these results. In low fertility sites, the increase of leaf 

phenolic concentration with increasing temperature suggests there may be an 

increasing importance of herbivore defence due to from an increased abundance of 

herbivores in warm climates (Schemske, et al. 2009). Some studies suggest that 

plants deploy a range of uncoordinated combinations of defence (Koricheva et al. 

2004; Moles, et al. 2013). However, in the current results, the trend from high 

phenolic concentrations in sites with low fertility soil, warm conditions to low 

concentrations in high fertility sites, support studies that suggest that chemical 

defence tends to be more common in lower fertility sites while physical defences, 

such as spines, are more common in higher fertility soils (Owen-Smith & Cooper 

1987). Physical defences such as spines, divarication and fibrous leaves of high 

tensile strength do seem to occur mainly in sites with higher fertility soils in New 

Zealand (Atkinson & Greenwood 1989). The demand for features which decrease 

palatability to herbivores may seem out of place in a country that lacks native 

browsing mammals, however, the occurrence of such defences may suggest 

coevolution of these traits with the herbivorous moa (Atkinson & Greenwood 1989) 

or phytophagous insects (Greenwood & Atkinson 1977). The role of moa is 

favoured because the evolution of visual mimicry (eg. Alseuosmia pusilla mimicing 

Pseudowintera colorata) would not be an effective defence against insects which 

select their food plants based on chemical cues (Barlow & Wiens 1977). Another 

option is that variation in traits implicated in defence may be largely explained by 

phylogeny, as was discovered in the alpine shrubs of New Zealand (Tanentzap, et 

al. 2011). For example, New Zealand conifers have high concentrations of 

phytoecdysteroids that would induce avoidance by invertebrates (Singh et al. 1978). 
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Further study is needed to confirm the role of defence chemicals such as phenolics 

in New Zealand trees. 

 

Principal component three: relative bark thickness and wood dry matter 

content 

Moderate to high relative bark thickness and wood dry matter content were 

favoured in sites with low fertility soil, across all climatic conditions. However, in 

high fertility soil, relative bark thickness and wood dry matter content varied from 

low in warm and moist climates to high in cool and dry climates. Moderately thick 

bark is advantageous in environments with low fertility because it has lower 

construction costs than thick bark (Lawes 2013), but still provides some benefits of 

defence against physical disturbances that may damage sensitive bark tissues 

(Herms & Mattson 1992; Niklas 1999; Paine 2010). Jager, et al. (2015) found that 

bark thickness of some New Zealand trees declined with increasing soil fertility. 

This thesis research shows that this pattern is more complicated when climatic 

conditions are accounted for simultaneously with soil fertility. Thin bark in fertile, 

warm conditions is likely to be selected for because it has lower construction and 

maintenance costs (Lawes 2013). Despite the lack of frequent fires in the 

evolutionary history of New Zealand trees (Lawes, et al. 2014; Perry et al. 2014), 

thick bark has evolved in some trees which tend to be selected for in sites with high 

soil fertility and cool, dry conditions. Thick bark in these conditions may provide 

defence against other forms of disturbance, such as abrasion (Jager, et al. 2015). As 

a result of the interaction effects, the expected trend of increasing bark thickness 

with increasing temperature (Vines 1968; Laughlin, et al. 2011; Lawes 2013; Rosell 

2014) is followed in sites with low, but not high fertility soil in New Zealand forests. 

 

Wood dry matter content was correlated with relative bark thickness and therefore 

showed the similar relationships with environmental gradients. In sites with low 

fertility, high or moderate wood dry matter content had a selective advantage 

because it infers greater resistance to disturbances (Putz, et al. 1983; Lawton 1984; 

Rowe & Speck 2005; Curran 2008), and freezing- or drought-induced cavitation 

(Sperry & Sullivan 1992; Sperry, et al. 1994; Swenson & Enquist 2007; Poorter, et 

al. 2010). Jager, et al. (2015) showed that wood dry matter content decreased with 

increasing soil fertility in trees in Northland, New Zealand. This trend is only 

apparent in moist environmental conditions at the national scale. This is another 
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example of the importance of interaction effects between climate and soil fertility. 

In sites with high soil fertility and warm, moist conditions, low wood dry matter 

content is favourable because it has lower construction costs, and can supply 

nutrients and water efficiently to a larger total leaf area than high wood dry matter 

content (ter Steege 2001; Chave, et al. 2009). The favouring of high wood dry 

matter content in high fertility sites with cool and dry conditions is a novel result 

attained from assessing the effects of soil fertility and climate simultaneously. In 

these conditions, high wood dry matter content has the selective advantage of 

increasing resistance against drought-induced hydraulic cavitation (Hacke & Sperry 

2001; Secchi & Zwieniecki 2011). The greater construction costs and slower 

growth rates associated with high wood dry matter content are offset by the 

increased safety inferred in these environments. The trend of increasing wood dry 

matter content with increasing temperature observed in other countries (Wiemann 

2002; Chave 2006; Laughlin, et al. 2011) was not observed in this study. Instead, 

after soil fertility, moisture availability had a stronger influence than temperature 

on the adaptive values of wood dry matter content in community assembly of New 

Zealand forests. 

 

Principal component four: maximum plant height 

When soil fertility was high, moderate maximum height was favoured in cool and 

dry conditions while short height was favoured in other climates. However, in low 

fertility soils, maximum height varied from short in cool and dry environments to 

tall in warm and moist environments. This observed trend of maximum height 

contrasts the generally expected trend. Plant height is usually greatest in fertile, 

warm and moist sites where limitations to growth are minimal, and decreases with 

decreasing fertility (King 1990; Richardson, et al. 2004; Peltzer, et al. 2010). 

However, in this study, plant height was generally lower in high fertility sites than 

in low fertility sites. This follows the findings of Jager, et al. (2015). The negative 

relationship of plant height with soil fertility may result from differences in 

community dynamics. High fertility sites are favoured by species with a wide range 

of growth rates, making competition for light stronger than in low fertility sites 

(Coomes, et al. 2009). This enables a greater range of shade-tolerant niches and 

therefore a greater range of maximum heights to be possible in high fertility soils 

(Coomes, et al. 2009). Gap-disturbances also occur frequently in high fertility sites 

making it favourable for species to allocate more resources to fast establishment 
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and growth strategies rather than to attaining tall height (Ogden et al. 1991). In 

contrast, in sites with low fertility, less frequent, but larger-scale disturbances, such 

as landslides, are common and slow-growing species that are able to tolerate such 

disturbances are favoured (Wells et al. 2001). The shortest maximum heights on 

low fertility sites occur where temperature and moisture availability are low. The 

risks of freezing- and drought-induced xylem cavitation are highest in these 

conditions so shorter trees are likely to be favoured for their greater resistance to 

hydraulic cavitation (Ryan & Yoder 1997; Koch, et al. 2004). In warm and moist 

sites with low fertility, the risks of drought and frost are reduced and therefore taller 

maximum height to enable greater competition for light is the adaptive trait value. 

 

Principal component five: root dry matter content and flowering onset  

In low fertility soils, the adaptive value of root dry matter content varied from 

moderate in warm climates to high in cool climates. However, in high fertility soils, 

root dry matter content tended to be scaled down and varied from low in warm 

climates to moderate in cool climates. These trends of root dry matter content 

closely follow those described by the ‘fast-slow’ plant economics spectrum (Reich 

2014). In sites with high fertility soil, particularly in warm climates, low root dry 

matter content, reflecting the ‘fast’ strategy, is favoured. These environmental 

conditions are favourable for growth, so species can economically produce low 

density tissues that have low construction costs and a rapid return on investment 

over the short root lifespan (Freschet, et al. 2013a). In contrast, higher root dry 

matter content is favoured in high fertility sites, particularly in low temperatures. 

These harsh conditions make attaining sufficient nutrients challenging so a ‘slower’ 

growth strategy is favoured. A high amount of energy and resources are required to 

produce tissue in these conditions so thick, dense tissue is produced that is longer-

lasting and more resistant to threats such as frost (Reich 2014). The high investment 

in roots with high root dry matter content is offset by the long-lifespan and the less 

frequent need for repair or replacement of such roots, compared to roots with lower 

dry matter content. The down-scaling of the adaptive values of root dry matter 

content from low to high fertility reflects the increasing demand for conservative 

traits in low fertility soils. This trend would not have been recognised if the effects 

of soil fertility and climate on CWM traits were not assessed simultaneously. 
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In low fertility soils, across all climates, early flowering onset was favoured. Early 

flowering in sites with low fertility soil, may have adaptive value in ensuring that 

reproduction can occur before competition for pollinators with other species 

becomes intense (Wolkovich & Cleland 2014; Wolkovich & Ettinger 2014). This 

may be particularly important in New Zealand where a large percentage of flowers 

are inconspicuous, pale coloured, small-sized, and characteristic of generalised 

pollinator relationships (Webb & Kelly 1993). The paucity of specialised 

pollinators relative to other countries suggests the need for differentiation in 

reproductive methods by other means (Lloyd 1985; Craig et al. 2000). In low 

fertility sites, early flowering may provide a means of differentiating flowering 

from other species, while ensuring a good chance for reproduction before 

competition with other species increases. 

 

In high fertility soils, flowering onset varied from early in cool and dry conditions 

to late in warm and moist conditions. Early flowering onset in cool and dry 

conditions may be a response to drought stress (Aronson, et al. 1992). Conversely, 

late flowering onset in warm and moist conditions may be a response to the presence 

of favourable conditions (Aronson, et al. 1992). This trend with temperature is 

opposite to that found in previous studies (Sparks, et al. 2000; Menzel, et al. 2006; 

Cook, et al. 2012; Bock, et al. 2014). Later flowering onset in sites with high soil 

fertility and warm, moist conditions may have adaptive value if vernalisation is an 

important process controlling flowering in New Zealand trees. In sites with warm 

and moist climates, later winter temperatures may cause the vernalisation trigger of 

flowering to occur at a later Julian date. It is not yet known how many trees require 

vernalisation in New Zealand. 

 

2.4.1 Summary of relationships between CWM traits and 

environmental factors 

Interaction effects between climate and soil fertility were important drivers of the 

trends in the adaptive values of most of the CWM traits studied. Therefore, although 

New Zealand forests may follow previously observed trends in CWM traits with 

variation in either climate or soil fertility, when these factors vary simultaneously 

the relationships between CWM traits and the environment may be significantly 

different. For example, relative bark thickness was shown to decrease with 
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increasing soil fertility at a regional scale in New Zealand (Jager, et al. 2015). In 

this nationwide study, bark thickness did decrease with increasing soil fertility, but 

only in warm climates. Likewise, in sites with high fertility soil, leaf economics 

traits varied from ‘fast’ in warm, moist conditions to ‘slow’ in cool, dry conditions 

as expected (Wright, et al. 2005a), but in sites with low fertility soil, the selective 

advantage for conservative growth was so high that ‘slow’ leaf traits were favoured 

regardless of climatic variation. Soil fertility, moisture and temperature have 

important influences on tree survival independently. However when variations in 

these factors occur simultaneously, the adaptive values of multiple CWM traits may 

differ from those when only one factor varies. 

 

Some of the unexpected relationships between CWM traits and environmental 

factors in New Zealand forests that were identified in this research may be 

explained by physiological drivers that are yet to be fully understood. For example, 

variation in bark thickness does not relate to defence from fire (Lawes, et al. 2014) 

but may provide resistance against other disturbances. The observed trends in leaf 

phenolic concentrations may relate to the leaf economic spectrum, because ‘fast’ 

leaves in high fertility soils do not have as great a need for protective chemicals as 

do ‘slow’ leaves in resource-limited soils. However, the role of herbivores in 

driving this trend is yet to be assessed quantitatively. The unexpected trend of 

flowering onset with temperature, in sites with high soil fertility may be explained 

further by studies of vernalisation in New Zealand trees. The recognition of the 

importance of interaction effects between climate and soil fertility from this thesis 

research provides the basis of a deeper understanding of how environmental factors 

determine the adaptive values of multiple functional traits across varying habitats. 

 

2.4.2 Comparisons to previous studies 

This thesis research builds on previous forest ecology research in New Zealand. 

Leathwick (1995) developed models of the optimal environmental conditions for 

native New Zealand trees in relation to mean annual temperature, moisture and solar 

radiation. The findings of Leathwick (1995) were summarised in a three way 

triangle. In this broad-leaved trees occupied environments that are most favourable 

for plant growth with moist, mild, fertile and high light conditions. Beech trees 

occupied the sites which are reasonably stable but less favourable for plant growth. 
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Sites where disturbance or harsh conditions made broad-leaved species 

uncompetitive, were occupied by the opportunistic conifers (Bond 1989; Leathwick 

1995). Comparison of these plant-environment associations to the results of this 

thesis illustrates the advantages of using a functional trait-based approach to 

understanding community assembly. 

 

Community-weighted mean functional trait-environment relationships from this 

thesis can be overlaid onto the plant-environment triangle proposed by Leathwick 

(1995). In the top of the triangle where soil is fertile and climate is warm and moist, 

results from my thesis propose that species are expected to have productive leaf 

traits, thick roots, long flowering duration, short maximum height, low leaf phenolic 

content, low RDMC, late flower onset, large seeds, thin bark, and low WDMC. 

These are all traits of fast species with high growth rates and low investment in 

defence strategies (Reich 2014). These traits seem to fit well with Leathwick 

(1995)’s idea of broadleaved species occurring in the top of this triangle. In the left 

corner of the triangle where soil fertility is somewhat limited, climate is cool and 

dry and small scale/low intensity disturbance occurs, results from my thesis propose 

that species have less productive leaves, thinner roots, shorter flowering duration, 

higher maximum height, moderate leaf phenolic content, higher RDMC, earlier 

flowering onset, smaller seeds, thicker bark, and higher WDMC. Such traits typical 

of stressful environments reflect the importance of conservative traits in such harsh 

conditions and fit well with Leathwick (1995)’s suggestion of beech species 

occurring in this corner. In the right corner of the triangle where soil fertility is low, 

climate is variable and large scale/high intensity disturbance occurs, results from 

my thesis propose that species are expected to have ‘slow’ leaf traits, thin roots, 

short flowering duration, variable maximum height, high leaf phenolic content, high 

LDMC, moderate flowering onset, small seeds, thick bark, and high WDMC. These 

traits reflect the highly stressful environment in which angiosperm competition is 

reduced at the advantage of the slow-growing and stress-tolerant conifers 

(Leathwick 1995; Reich 2014). The trait-based perspective of this thesis follows 

the species-based results of Leathwick (1995). However, the trait-based method 

provides an unprecedented understanding of the physiological reasons why distinct 

communities occur in different environments. This mechanistic approach also 

provides a greater potential for developing accurate predictive models and is more 
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generalizable across other parts of the world (Lavorel & Garnier 2002; Suding 2011; 

Laughlin 2014b). 

 

Based on observations of New Zealand tree species, Wardle (1991) proposed a 

summary figure to illustrate the occurrence of species in relation to temperature, 

moisture and soil fertility. It would be possible to use the regression models from 

this thesis to clarify if the positions of species in environmental space proposed by 

Wardle (1991) are supported by mechanistic trait-based ecology. A challenge in 

doing so is quantifying the qualitative soil fertility gradient used by Wardle (1991) 

so that it aligns with that used in this research. 

 

This is the first time that interaction effects between climate and soil fertility have 

been found to have a strong influence on multiple CWM traits. Previously most 

studies have focused on one of these factors at a time (eg. Frenette-Dussault et al., 

2013). This approach is unreasonably hopeful because climate and soil fertility have 

been recognised to be simultaneous drivers of plant distributions for many years 

(Schimper 1903; Prentice, et al. 1992). Maire, et al. (2015) first suggested the 

importance of interaction effects in driving community assembly, by showing that 

the joint effects of soil pH, soil P and moisture availability explain variation in 

CWM leaf traits better than any independent variable. Ordonez, et al. (2009) 

demonstrated the effect of interactions between soil C:N and mean annual 

precipitation on the adaptive values of SLA at a community-level globally. Dwyer, 

et al. (2015) followed this by demonstrating that interactions between soil P and 

moisture availability drive selection of CWM SLA, height, and seed mass. Yet, 

until now it has not been known whether these interaction effects influence the 

adaptive values of a large number and variety of CWM traits. In this thesis, the 

interaction effects of soil fertility × MAT, and soil fertility × VPD, overrode the 

importance of the individual environmental factors in driving variation in the 

adaptive values of CWM traits in New Zealand forests. This recognition of the 

importance of these interaction effects in driving community-level trait variation is 

an important contribution to the understanding of community assembly processes 

and these interaction effects will be crucial to include in future trait-based models. 
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 Chapter Three: Synthesis 

3.1 Conclusions 

Trait-based ecology provides a mechanistic approach to understanding 

environmental filtering and community assembly. Previous research has shown that 

the adaptive values of traits vary along environmental gradients depending on their 

relative advantages in different environmental conditions. However, the potentially 

critical role of interaction effects between climate and soil fertility in driving 

variation in CWM traits was yet to be assessed, and nationwide trait-based studies 

had not been conducted in New Zealand forests. In this thesis, my overall aim was 

to determine the adaptive value of multiple functional traits across broad climate 

and soil fertility gradients in New Zealand forests. 

 

This thesis identified there five intrinsic dimensions that explain trait variation in 

New Zealand tree species. Five dimensions is within the expected number of 

dimensions needed to ensure that functional differences between species are 

accurately detected (Laughlin 2014a). In addition, these five dimensions represent 

all major plant organs, as recommended when attempting to assess variation in traits 

across environmental gradients (Laughlin 2014a). The identification of these 

intrinsic dimensions provided a logical order in which to explain the relationships 

between CWM traits and environmental gradients. 

 

This research contributes to the overall body of knowledge concerning variation in 

plant functional traits across environmental gradients and highlights how the 

adaptive values of multiple CWM traits vary across broad climate and soil fertility 

gradients in New Zealand forests. In environments with high fertility soil, the 

adaptive values of leaf economics traits varied with climate as expected (Wright, et 

al. 2005a), from ‘fast’ in warm and moist climates to ‘slow in cool and dry climates. 

However, in environments with low fertility soil, ‘slow’ leaf traits were favoured 

regardless of climatic conditions. Thin root diameter, short flowering duration and 

small seeds were also favoured in environments with low fertility soil, across all 

climates. However, in environments with high fertility soils, the adaptive values of 

root diameter, flowering duration and seed mass varied from high in warm and 

moist conditions, to moderate or low in all other climates. In low fertility sites, leaf 
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phenolic concentration varied from high in warm conditions to low in cool 

conditions, but in high fertility sites, leaf phenolic concentration was moderate in 

cool and dry conditions and low in all other climates. In low fertility soils, relative 

bark thickness and wood dry matter content were moderate in dry conditions and 

high in moist conditions. Yet, in high fertility soils, these two traits varied from low 

in warm and moist climates to high in cool and dry climates. In low fertility sites, 

the adaptive value of maximum plant height varied from tall in warm and moist 

conditions to short in cool and dry conditions. In contrast, in high fertility sites, the 

adaptive value of maximum height was moderate in cool and dry conditions but 

low in all other climates. In low fertility soils, root dry matter content varied from 

moderate in warm climates to high in cool climates, but in high fertility soils, this 

trait varied from low in warm climates to moderate in cool climates. The adaptive 

value of flowering onset was early in low fertility sites across all climates but in 

high fertility sites flowering onset varied from early in cool and dry conditions to 

late in warm and moist conditions. The significant role of the interaction effects is 

evidenced by the differing adaptive values of CWM traits with climatic factors 

depending on soil fertility. 

 

This study highlights for the first time, the importance of including the interaction 

effects between climate and soil fertility when investigating community assembly 

in plant environments. The main effect of soil fertility was a stronger predictor of 

CWM traits in native New Zealand forests than were climate variables. However, 

the interaction effects between soil fertility and climate were significant predictors 

of most CWM traits in New Zealand forests. Therefore, climate and soil interact in 

a way that influences the adaptive values of CWM traits independently from the 

influence of each factor and the inclusion of interaction effects is highly important 

for understanding how community-level traits are sorted along environmental 

gradients. For example, the adaptive value of leaf economics traits depends not only 

on climate but also on soil fertility. The environment of plants is a multi-

dimensional space. This environmental complexity needs to be accurately 

represented when trying to understand environmental filtering, or else incorrect and 

confounded conclusions will be made. 
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3.2 Limitations 

Shortfalls in biodiversity knowledge may have affected the results (Brito 2010; 

Feeley 2015). Maximum plant height and flowering data were extracted from 

regional floras for this research. The reliability of these traits would likely be 

improved by further field measurements. It would also be of incredible value to 

conduct a similar study to this thesis research, on other plant forms, such as shrubs, 

ferns and epiphytes. This would enable inclusion of these species in models of 

species distributions and interactions to aid restoration planning and models of 

carbon storage. 

 

This study of trait-based community assembly focused on the environmental filters 

because they are dominant and easier to study at this broad scale than biotic factors 

(Laliberté et al. 2014). However, it will be important for future studies to 

incorporate an understanding of biotic factors, such as the influences of competition 

between (Huston 1979; Feeley 2015) and within species (Jung et al. 2010; Laughlin, 

et al. 2012; Kraft et al. 2015). Although a species may have traits that are 

environmentally suited to a site, it may be excluded by factors such as plant-soil 

interactions that are difficult to detect when observing environmental factors only 

(Van der Putten et al. 2010). Likewise, a species with traits that are not 

environmentally suited to a site may actually be able to inhabit it because of biotic 

factors such as intraspecific competition (Laughlin, et al. 2012). Incorporation of 

biotic factors into trait-based studies alongside environmental factors will be vital 

for improving our understanding of community assembly. 

 

Biotic processes, such as competition for limiting resources, tend to limit the 

functional similarity of co-occurring species (Macarthur & Levins 1967). This 

results in the divergence of trait values within communities (Mayfield & Levine 

2010) and can lead to intraspecific trait variation. The relative importance of 

environmental filtering versus trait divergence may vary across sites (Laughlin, et 

al. 2012). This thesis research included a large number of tree species and sampling 

sites. However, intraspecific variation in traits was not included. The inclusion of 

intraspecific variation into trait-based ecology may be important for improving the 

understanding of community assembly (Violle et al. 2012). 
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3.3 Applications and recommendations for future work 

The greater importance of soil fertility than climate in determining CWM traits in 

New Zealand trees is supported by global studies (Maire, et al. 2015). However, the 

influence of soil fertility on CWM plant traits is poorly quantified in comparison to 

that of climate both in New Zealand and worldwide (Maire, et al. 2015). This thesis 

supports the idea that soil fertility should be included into future studies of 

community assembly and species distributions. 

 

This thesis provides the first evidence that climate and soil fertility interact in a way 

that influences the adaptive values of traits independently from the influence of 

each predictor variable independently. Due to the global recognition of the shared 

importance of these factors in driving species distributions (Prentice, et al. 1992), 

it is expected that this is a globally occurring interaction of extreme importance to 

community assembly. Despite this, it would be beneficial to test for the influence 

of the interaction effects of soil fertility and climate in different biomes worldwide, 

in order to confirm the generality of their importance. 

 

The occurrence of interaction effects between soil fertility and climate driving 

community-level selection of traits is relevant to future studies of community 

assembly, species distributions and conservation studies. In future studies of 

community assembly it will also be important to include an interaction effect 

between climate and soil fertility. Failing to include this may lead to confounded or 

misleading results. 

 

It would be interesting to use the relationships between adaptive trait values of 

communities and environmental gradients recognised in this thesis to predict 

community assembly and consequently the expected relative abundance of native 

tree species across sites in New Zealand. This could be achieved using the 

community-weighted mean trait data collected in this study (Shipley, et al. 2011) 

or more completely by incorporating intraspecific trait variation (Laughlin, et al. 

2012). Doing so would provide answers to questions, such as how gaps in the 

distributions of beech trees relate to climate and soil gradients (Veblen & Stewart 

1982; Wardle & Lee 1990). Predictive models such as these may also enable more 

rigorous comparisons to previous studies of species distributions in relation to 
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climate such as that by Leathwick (1995). It is expected that the inclusion of soil 

fertility and the interaction effects of soil fertility and climate will result in at least 

slightly different predictions of relationships between plant communities and 

environmental gradients than those made by Leathwick (1995). This is likely to lead 

to altered predictions of potential forest patterns prior to human arrival (Leathwick 

2001), altered predictions of changes in species distributions with changes in 

climate and land-use (Whitehead et al. 1992; Leathwick, et al. 1996; Thuiller et al. 

2008; Ahteensuu & Lehvavirta 2014) and potentially altered conservation priorities 

(Elith & Leathwick 2009). For instance, when soil fertility is included into 

predictions of changes in community distribution patterns with climate change, 

communities with large thin leaves on average will be favoured in warm and moist 

climates, but only when soil fertility is high. Without including soil fertility, it 

would be have been predicted that such communities would be favoured in all warm 

and moist climates, as per Wright, et al. (2005a). Therefore the implications of 

climate change for vegetation depend on soil fertility as well. Such models could 

also provide a mechanistic way of predicting species for restoration projects that 

are functionally suitable and will lead to desired ecosystem functions (Laughlin 

2014b). Other possible applications include predicting where productivity may 

change (Craine et al. 2002; Coomes et al. 2014), or combining with other datasets, 

to forecast where invasive species may to increase in dominance (Moles, et al. 

2008). Nevertheless, more testing of the relationships between CWM traits and 

environmental and biotic factors is needed before we are able to test the more 

applied questions. In the short term, it is feasible and recommended to test a trait-

based model to predict community and species distributions in New Zealand forests. 

 

It may also be valuable to consider how variation in traits of the species in this study 

change with ontogeny. Resource allocation patterns may differ among ontogenetic 

stages (Day & Greenwood 2011), and soil and climate may influence seedlings and 

saplings differently to adult plants (Spasojevic et al. 2014). There are currently 

studies that have found significant correlations between the traits of seedling and 

adult plants (Cornelissen, et al. 2003b; Freschet et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2013), as 

well as those that have demonstrated decoupling of trait variation between juvenile 

and adult stages (Baraloto, et al. 2010; Houter & Pons 2012; Spasojevic, et al. 2014). 

Therefore it would be interesting to see where New Zealand trees occur among 

these varying results. Data from this study could be combined with traits from 
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greenhouse-grown seedlings in order to test the effects of ontogeny on multiple 

traits. Differences in trait variation between different ontogenetic stages may be 

important for understanding the process of community assembly across 

environmental gradients and when using trait-based ecology to aid forestry (Boege 

& Marquis 2005) and restoration planning (Suding 2011). 

 

It would also be interesting to delve further into the drivers of variation in leaf 

phenolic concentrations in New Zealand trees. For instance, determining if 

variation in climate and soil fertility, or defence from herbivory are more significant 

drivers of variation in leaf phenolic concentrations would be valuable. The role of 

herbivory could be explored using methods similar to those of Tanentzap, et al. 

(2011). Thereby, the relative occurrence of chemical and physical defences against 

herbivory in New Zealand trees and whether phytophagous insects or large birds 

(such as moa) are the primary drivers of the evolution of these defences could be 

assessed. To provide the foundations for such research, the data collected during 

this thesis on leaf concentrations of cellulose, fibre, tannin, lignin and total 

phenolics could be combined with data on leaf structural defences, such as those 

recorded by Bond et al. (2004). 
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